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The person you become. The difference you make. The memories you cherish.



Brothers,

As we enter into a new school year, it is time to think about how things will progress and what

we hope to accomplish in the year leading up to the 59th Grand Council Convention. At the

Professional Fraternity Association meeting in Wichita this past September, Dave Davlin, a former

NBA and current professional development speaker, talked about the “Game Winning 3,” which

are concepts which I believe we should think about any time we makes plans as individuals and

brothers.

First is “the person you become,” which is something many of us have begun working on the

minute we were born and continue to develop in pharmacy school and in our careers. Think about

who you want to become. What are your goals in life? Who do you want to be? Keep those questions

in mind each time you do anything over the course of the year and ask yourself, “How will this

impact the person I want to become?”

Next is “the memories you make,” which is a huge part of what being a brother in Kappa Psi is

all about. If you ask any graduate of Kappa Psi what they love most about being a brother in Kappa

Psi, they will talk about the various memories they have made and continue to make over the years.

These memories are made with their brothers and friends within their chapter, at Province meet-

ings and at GCC. Now it is your chance, as collegiates, to make your own memories and focus on

how to make those positive memories. It is those memories that will endear you to Kappa Psi and

ensure that you come back and remain a Brother for Life. Remember, sometimes it’s important to

realize that it is not what you do IN life, but what you do WITH life.

Lastly is “the difference you make,” which as we approach the 59th Grand Council Convention,

falls perfectly in line with its theme “Making an Impact.” As the year goes on, ask yourself, “How

will I make an impact?” Sometimes the small things we do have the potential to have a huge impact

in our own lives as well as others’ lives and we don’t realize it until years later. Think about this in

the context of our philanthropy project “Reach Out & Read.” By contributing to this effort, it’s 

possible that one child who got that early thanks to you can initiate the so-called “butterfly effect.”

They may now get the chance to grow up and become a doctor who saves a life, a pharmacist who

touches a patient’s life, a future Kappa Psi Executive Officer, or even the next president of the

United States.

I encourage all of our brothers to remember these things as you develop your chapter’s plans

for the short and long term because everything we do has the potential to “Make an Impact.”

Focus on goals, events and programs that can positively impact our brothers, chapters, and the

Fraternity at large and avoid anything that can negatively impact us. There are many reasons we

are proud to be a member of our great Fraternity, but when you see the results of your actions, we

want you to be able to proudly say, “This is why I joined Kappa Psi.”

Fraternally,

Robert Mancini, Pharm.D., BCOP
Grand Regent 2017–2019
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The FirstWord

Robert Mancini
Grand Regent

Preserving our Future

Mark your calendar for
the 59th Grand Council

Convention!

July 17–21, 2019
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Memories made with brothers whom we cherish 
Greetings brothers,

As we wind down 2018, our chapters have reported on very busy fall semesters. Chapters were
busy recruiting potential new brothers and laying the foundation for a prosperous school year. In
the 99 Hands section, your reports show all the dedication and hard work you have put in to make
Kappa Psi the best fraternity it can be. I encourage all of you to read through the chapter reports to
find ideas that you can incorporate into your own chapter. 
In our Brothers Unmasked segments, the brothers of Beta Epsilon and Providence Grad rallied

around Brother Brady Quinn to assist him in his fight against Hodgkin’s lymphoma. We also 
spotlight a GCD who has been an inspiration for her chapter, Deanna McDanel. Her dedication 
to Delta Zeta and all of Kappa Psi is a shining example of our Brotherhood. Finally, the 2018
Professional Fraternity Association (PFA) Volunteer of the Year went to Tracy Anderson-Haag.
Tracy has served Kappa Psi on numerous levels and is a most deserving recipient of this award.
You may remember in the Summer issue of THE MASK, we Unmasked Brother David Caristi 

(page 12). His was a story of overcoming the loss of both legs due to amputation from a MRSA
infection. Dave’s friends and brothers rallied around him and created the SEXYSTRONG
Foundation to assist David and others in overcoming amputations. Unfortunately, it saddens me 
to report on October 29, 2018, Dave “Big Sexy” Caristi passed away suddenly. As Grand Regent
Mancini mentions in The First Word, “cherish your memories.” If you want to help contribute to
Brother Caristi’s memory you can donate to his foundation at sexystrongfoundation.com. 
In closing, have a safe and happy holiday season and take a minute to subscribe to THE MASK

online at kappapsimask.com!

Fraternally,

Cameron

Brothers (L–R) Irene Huang, Anh Phan, Dieu Dao, Quyen Nguyen, Thao Do, and Jenny Quach make lasting 
memories during Delta Delta’s second social.

On the Cover
Our Delta Delta chapter shared several 
great photos this quarter that truly capture
the spirit of Kappa Psi. It is all about the 
difference we make in our world and in our
profession, the people we are shaped to
become, and the memories that we make
along the way. 
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Brothers Unmasked

In the spring of 2018, the brothers of Beta
Epsilon chapter at the University of Rhode
Island learned firsthand the impact of band-
ing together when one of our own needs us
most. Brother Brady Quinn, 2013 initiate and
active member as past athletic chair and
social chair, was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s
lymphoma at the end of his P3 year just
before starting APPE rotations. As his whole
world began to change in front of him, Brady
underwent chemotherapy treatment in April
of 2018 and continued treatment through
three blocks of APPE rotations, never letting
his treatment interfere with his education. As
brothers began learning the diagnosis of a
fellow brother, the chapter came together as
the entire University of Rhode Island commu-
nity wanted to act in any way they could as
they knew Brady was too humble to ever ask
for help. 
In May of 2018, Beta Epsilon held a raffle

for four Red Sox tickets donated by the broth-

Supporting Our Own:
Helping a Brother in Time of Need

Brothers of Beta Epsilon and Providence Grad unite for the Light the Night event in Providence, Rhode Island, in support of Brother Brady Quinn. 

ers of Providence Graduate chapter to engage
all of the University of Rhode Island College
of Pharmacy. After a few posts on social
media, both collegiate and graduate brothers
throughout the Northeast Province and the
country lent their financial support and kind
words. Ultimately, Beta Epsilon raised $4,700
to support our brother and his family through-
out treatment. In September 2018, Brady rang
the bell at the Dana Farber Cancer Institute in
Boston, Massachusetts, signaling the end of a
24-week treatment.
At the end of such a long road, brothers of

Beta Epsilon and the URI pharmacy commu-
nity were able to celebrate this occasion with
a special event. On Sunday, September 23, the
brothers of Beta Epsilon joined Brady and his
father at the Rhode Island State House for a
“Light the Night” event in support of the
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. Light the
Night events have the goal of “driving out the
darkness of cancer” and raising money for

blood cancer research. The event was a pow-
erful moment for everyone involved, as a dis-
play of red and yellow lanterns lit up Capitol
Hill in Providence, Rhode Island. For Brady,
his family, and the brothers of Beta Epsilon,
this moment will be remembered forever.
Brady had always been there for the Beta

Epsilon chapter of Kappa Psi and his brothers
were ready and willing to be there for him
over the course of 2018 when he was most in
need of support. As all of our brothers know,
fellowship is one of our four pillars of Kappa
Psi and we were all fortunate enough to see
this idea come to fruition. We are happy to
have supported our brother while admiring
his courage, resilience, and humbleness
throughout his battle. Over the course of his
treatment, Brother Brady Quinn exemplified
everything that Kappa Psi stands for while his
brothers supported him with pride, truly rep-
resenting “All for One and One for All.”   n

By the brothers of Beta Epsilon and Providence Graduate chapters 
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To learn more about how you can help fight blood cancers, 
go to https://bethematch.org.

Beta Epsilon and Providence Grad brothers join hundreds of others to Light the Night in Providence, Rhode Island. 

Epsilon Gamma Brothers Help Light the Night
With summer coming to an end and a new semester beginning, the collegiate and alumni brothers of Epsilon Gamma came together to participate in the Light the

Night Walk at the Angel Stadium in Anaheim, California. During this annual walk and fundraiser hosted by the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, brothers were able to
raise $2,064 for the purpose of advocating for lifesaving research, providing support services to patients and their families during their cancer journey, and ensuring
access to treatments for blood cancer patients. The event unites hundreds of individuals, to spread awareness and support for patients who have successfully recov-
ered, are currently undergoing treatment, or in memory of those who passed away from blood cancers. 
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Brothers Unmasked

After receiving the prestigious Grand
Council Deputy Outstanding Achievement
Award for the second time (first time in 2006)
at the 2017 58th Ground Council Convention
in Naples, Florida, Dr. Deanna McDanel
went on to receive the 2018 Grand Council
Deputy Certificate of Excellence. This will be
the sixth time McDanel was a recipient of
this award.
This proud Hawkeye graduated from the

University of Iowa College of Pharmacy in
2001 and completed an ASHP-Accredited
Specialized Residency in Primary Care at the
University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics in
2002. In 2003, she took on the role of Grand
Council Deputy (GCD) for University of
Iowa’s Delta Zeta chapter and has elegantly
served this role for 15 years. 
“Deanna is a role model and an inspiration

to every single member of Delta Zeta chap-
ter. She is the driving force that has allowed
our chapter to grow and mature as brothers

of Kappa Psi and as future healthcare profes-
sionals alike,” said Kyle Lyons, Delta Zeta
immediate-past regent (2017–18). 
When not involved with Kappa Psi,

McDanel works as a clinical pharmacy spe-
cialist in ambulatory care at the University of
Iowa Hospitals and Clinics (UIHC). She has
been a board-certified pharmacotherapy spe-
cialist since 2004 and a board-certified ambu-
latory care pharmacist since 2012. Deanna
also serves as a clinical associate professor at
the UI College of Pharmacy, residency pro-
gram director of the PGY2 Ambulatory Care
Pharmacy Residency at UIHC, and coordina-
tor in the PGY1 Pharmacy Residency. She
has served as a preceptor to hundreds of stu-
dent pharmacists and more than 60 pharma-
cy residents in the ambulatory care clinics at
UIHC since 2002. Her primary practice sites
include anticoagulation, drug allergy and
allergy/ immunology clinics.
Kyle went on to say, “Deanna has selflessly

spent hours upon hours of her personal time
to ensure we are successful in and outside of
Kappa Psi. She is always there to guide and
provide advice to every member of our chap-
ter. She has sacrificed time with her family,
time to prepare for the next day of work, or
time to just relax and unwind to help a broth-
er in need.”
McDanel’s contributions to Kappa Psi has

have stopped with her role as GCD. Since
graduation, she has continued to be an active
graduate brother by attending, to date, 33
Northern Plains assembly/Province VIII
meetings and 8 Grand Council Conventions.
Her dedication to Kappa Psi does not stop
there as she has served many leadership
positions over the years including the
Province VIII Historian (2005–2007), the
Iowa Graduate chapter vice-regent
(2005–2007, 2009–2011) and historian
(2007–2009, 2011–2017). She has also been a
member of the GCD Development
Committee since 2005 and served as the co-
chair of this committee from 2007 to 2017.

She now serves as the co-chair of the GCD
Training Coalition, a new committee started
in 2017.
“Deanna is reliable and dependable. If she

commits to something, her accountability
and ownership ensure its completion,” said
Brittany Bittner, the current professional rela-
tions chair of Delta Zeta.
Deanna McDanel had this to say in regard

to all of her accomplishments, “I am truly
honored and feel privileged to have been able
to serve as the GCD of the Delta Zeta chapter
this past 15 years. It is a way to give back to
the Fraternity that has done so much for me
both professionally and personally. My pas-
sion for Kappa Psi is strengthened daily as I
work with colleagues who are equally, if not
more, devoted toward the success of the
Fraternity. Our chapter has had a lot of suc-
cess over the years in being a top performing
chapter, but I cannot take sole credit for this
as we have such a strong Brotherhood and I
have been blessed to work with fabulous stu-
dents. Serving as a GCD keeps me actively
engaged in fraternal matters and I get to see
all of the wonderful things colleagues and
graduates continue to do for Kappa Psi. Last,
but certainly not least, my job as GCD would
not be nearly the same without the help and
dedication from my co-GCD Dr. Jeff Reist. He
is by my side always and truly makes my job
easier through the devotion and support he
provides!”

Respectfully submitted,

Kyle Lyons (Delta Zeta)

The Difference You Make
Deanna McDanel: One Above All

Deanna McDanel
(Delta Zeta)
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Brothers Unmasked

The Person
You Become
Zeta Rho brothers shared thoughts about
their residency experience and lessons learned
during their fourth year of rotations.

Zeta rho Graduate in residency 
“I began my PGY-1 residency at PCOM School

of Pharmacy and WellStar North Fulton Hospital
in July and it has been both a challenging and
rewarding journey so far. From interdisciplinary
rounds to precepting students, I have already
learned so much as a new pharmacist. The days
may be long, but the experiences are invaluable.
Has it been tough? Yes. Will it be worth it?
Absolutely! I can’t wait to see what the future
holds after completion of my residency.” 

—Dr. Lauren Avery

“Having the opportunity to complete PGY-1
residency at the Atlanta VAHCS is one of the
greatest honors of my life. It is my goal to pro-
vide the best healthcare possible to the amazing
men and women who have done so much for our
country.”  —Dr. Catrina Hill

“I am currently a UNC community-based phar-
macy resident at Realo Specialty Care Pharmacy.
My favorite part of residency so far has been the
daily challenge of taking care of patients with
complex diseases in the specialty setting. I am
constantly learning more about rare and complex
diseases. I also enjoy the variety of projects
assigned to me including teaching experiences
and lecture delivery through the teaching certifi-
cate program at UNC.”  —Dr. Angie Amado

“I am completing a PGY-1 pharmacy practice
residency at Piedmont Columbus Regional. I love
being a part of a large residency class and having
the opportunity to experience several diverse
clinical rotations this year. After residency, I plan
to become a board-certified critical care pharma-
cist (BCCCP) and pursue a career in critical care or
emergency medicine.” —Dr. Nerea Irusta

Thoughts from fourth-year rotations 
“One of my favorite APPE rotations was my

cardiology elective with Dr. Rao, a cardiologist in
central Florida. I was able to make therapy rec-
ommendations as well as reinforce my under-
standing of cardiac medications and their place in
therapy. This rotation also let me appreciate the
other side of patient centered care.” 

—Ricky Ayoung-Chee

“I’m currently on my fourth APPE rotation at
Emory Midtown Outpatient Antimicrobial
Therapy (OPAT) clinic. I’ve had the opportunity
to counsel patients after doctor visits, check
blood pressures and glucose, and meet with
patients weekly to help increase adherence to
their medications which include their HIV regi-

men. I’ve also helped with medication therapy
management by changing regimens based on
drug interactions. I’ve enjoyed the entire role of
an ambulatory care pharmacist.” 

—Ernessa Samuel

“I’m currently on a critical care elective at
Emory LTAC Hospital. During this rotation, I have
had the opportunity to shadow an emergency
room pharmacist and see how we are beneficial
in the ICU, assist with PK monitoring and dosing
antibiotics based on a patient’s lab work, went
before a P&T committee to have a drug poten-
tially be added to the hospital formulary (spoiler
alert: it was added!), and give several in-services

to the nursing staff about the new drug. This
rotation has been a lot of work, but I have
learned so much information that will help me
both on my board exams and in my career.” 

—Crystal Reeves 

“One of my favorite APPE rotations was with
Brother Dr. Jay Fajiculay at the FDA. During my
time there, I worked closely with advisory com-
mittees to analyze and interpret evidence, pro-
viding scientific, regulatory, and medical advice
on the safety, effectiveness, and appropriate use
of new products that FDA regulates.”  

—Oliwier Nowak

Brothers,

It is my pleasure to announce that Dr. Tracy
Anderson-Haag has won the 2018 Professional Fraternity
Association (PFA) Volunteer of the Year Award through
nomination by Kappa Psi!
Dr. Anderson-Haag was nominated based on her

extensive volunteer efforts both within Kappa Psi (serv-
ing on the Chapter Awards Committee, including acting
as chair, for over a decade; serving at the Province level
as an officer and as a supervisor for many years, etc.) and
in her professional life, most notably serving as lead
pharmacist for Camp Superkids, a camp dedicated to
children with asthma. 
The Volunteer of the Year award, as it is currently

named, was started in 2010 and Kappa Psi has won the
award four times since its inception. Past winners include
Joey Mattingly (2017), Saswat Kabisatpathy (2015) and
Eric Gupta (2011). Prior to this, the previously named
“Outstanding Volunteer of the Year” award was won by
Marvin Smith in 2009. This means, with Brother Anderson-Haag’s award, Kappa Psi has won
this award more than half of the time!
PFA is an organization dedicated to supporting professional fraternities and sororities pre-

serving high standards on campus and in professional practice, of which Kappa Psi is one of
30 members. Each year, Kappa Psi’s Public Relations Committee seeks applications and nom-
inees for the PFA’s five awards: Volunteer, Career Achievement, Faculty Excellence,
Professional Program & Community Service. To learn more about the awards, go to profes-
sionalfraternity.org/awards. Please keep an eye out for the call for nominations next year and
start thinking about how you or someone you know may be a nominee now!
Please join me in congratulating Brother Anderson-Haag on her award. It will be presented

to her at the 2018 PFA National Convention, September 6–9, in Wichita, Kansas.

Fraternally,

Robert Mancini, Pharm.D., BCOP
Grand Regent 2017–2019
Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity, Inc.

KAPPA PSi BrOTHEr TrACY ANDErSON-HAAG iS

PFA Volunteer of the Year

Tracy Anderson-Haag
(Epsilon)



The person you become.
99Hands

Five Epsilon Phi brothers are initiated
into Phi Lambda Sigma Leadership

Society in recognition of their 
leadership skills and roles on campus.
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Gamma Phi’s “Zofrantastic 4” 
celebrate after winning the third
annual APhA-ASP/Kappa Psi Lip
Sync Battle, benefiting Mercy
Clinic in Athens, Georgia.

Brother
Amanda Gee at
Delta Delta’s
second social.

The difference 
you make.
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Atlantic Province
atlanticprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap Joshua Leggette
website: kappapsiatlanticprovince.com
email: atlantic.province.satrap@gmail.com

Next meeting:
January 25–26, 2019, 
hosted by Gamma Xi, Columbia, SC

College chapters:  Theta, Beta Xi,
Gamma Xi, Gamma Phi, Gamma Psi,
Delta Lambda, Epsilon Delta, Epsilon
Zeta, Epsilon Phi, Zeta Xi, Zeta Rho
Graduate chapters: Appalachia
Graduate, Athens Graduate, Atlanta
Graduate, Buies Creek Graduate,
Georgia Graduate, North Carolina
Graduate, Ringgold Graduate, South
Carolina Graduate, South Carolina
Upstate Graduate, Virginia Graduate

� Theta
Virginia Commonwealth Univ.
Founded 7/30/1921
theta@kappapsi.org

Theta chapter had a good turnout at
rush events. Upperclassmen had a
chance to talk to and welcome the new
class during our initial welcome event.
We held our annual Kappa Ball bas-

ketball tournament in September. We
had a large showing of spectators as
well as six student teams and one fac-
ulty that battled it out for bragging
rights. In the final match, the third-
year pharmacy student team defeated
the second-year pharmacy student
team in a very close match to claim the
Kappa Ball trophy.
The next event will be our annual

Kappa Psi Chili Cook-Off competition.
In this competition, a group of faculty
members judge chilis on a variety of
criteria. There will also be many
awards and gift cards given out to
cooks and eaters. At this fun event,
everyone enjoys great food prepared
by their fellow classmates. 

The proceeds of both the Kappa Ball
and the Chili Cook-Off will go toward
supporting the Richmond Center for
Healthy Hearts, which is a free cardio-
vascular health clinic for the needy. 

—Austin Lam

�� Beta Xi
University of North Carolina
Founded 5/1/1915
betaxi@kappapsi.org

Beta Xi brothers started the year off
with our fourth annual walk-in flu clin-
ic held at the Beta Xi house. This year,
we partnered with Harris Teeter to
provide nearly 70 flu shots to brothers,
students, and hospital employees.
Brothers were able to give immuniza-
tions, counsel patients, organize insur-
ance and paperwork, and engage with
the community. In addition to the flu
clinic, brothers volunteer at the Ronald
McDonald House and the Pediatric
Playroom at the UNC Children’s
Hospital. 
We will be having our Alumni

Day/House Reopening celebration on

November 3. Our Beta Xi alumni gra-
ciously gave donations to ensure that
we could fix our house after a flooding
incident occurred in November 2017.
Our house has been an integral part of
Beta Xi since it was built in 1970. It is
one of the many things that brings us
together as a chapter. This event will
be all about the celebration of the
bond between Beta Xi brothers, alum-
ni and student.
We added 19 new candidates during

fall recruitment. Recruitment is an
exciting time of the year for us as we
come together to host various events.
Every year, we host an alumni panel
where we get Kappa Psi faculty mem-
bers, Grand Council Deputies, and
recent graduates to talk to students
about their experiences in Kappa Psi
and how it helped develop them into
professionals. This event is always a
huge success as students learn how
much being a Kappa Psi brother can
impact their lives for the better. 

—Taylor Harris

�� Gamma Xi
University of South Carolina
Founded 5/13/1961
gammaxi@kappapsi.org

Gamma Xi brothers were asked to
join a special conference discussing
the success that St. Baldrick’s has
brought to fueling research efforts.
USC College of Pharmacy put on a
special presentation and asked partici-
pants of the St. Baldrick’s event to
attend. Since 2012, our chapter has
raised more than $18,000 for the cause
and plans to continue our involvement
with this special charity. Brothers
were also asked to discuss their per-
sonal involvement with the cause.
Although Columbia was fortunate

enough to not feel the severe effects of
Hurricane Florence, we still felt the
need to reach out and help those who
were affected. We collected donations
for the Red Cross. In addition to what
our chapter raised, a Kappa Psi alum-
nus (also USC COP faculty member),
Dr. Holladay, agreed to match those
donations up to $1,000. 

�� Gamma Phi
University of Georgia
Founded 5/23/1951
gammaphi@kappapsi.org

Gamma Phi has 39 active brothers
and this pledge season, we’ve wel-
comed nine potential new brothers.
This summer, we had a great showing
at the summer assembly in Chapel
Hill. Our upperclassmen brothers con-
tinue to be great role models to every-
one at the College of Pharmacy and
continue to be leaders at the
University of Georgia. 

Theta Brothers Andrew Cloud and Nick Suarez (L–R) keep score at Kappa Ball.

Beta Xi Brother Matthew Broadwater
volunteers at the Ronald McDonald
House.

The brothers of Gamma Xi chapter at the St. Baldrick’s Appreciation Conference. (L–R): Tyler Cranford, Taylor James,
Austin Garrett, Blake Sloan (Behind Cocky), Daniel Schilling, and Zachary Heape.
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We have been involved with several
charitable events this year. At the start
of the school year, we held a Back-to-
School supply party where we collect-
ed school supplies that were distrib-
uted to local schools. During this
semester, we plan helping the Keep
Athens-Clarke County Beautiful pro-
gram by cleaning a section of highway
near a park. We also have a team in
place to raise money for the AIDS
Athens program during its annual 5K
run. We plan to hold our third annual
Lip Sync battle to raise money for the
Mercy Health Center, which is a free
clinic for the uninsured of Athens.

�� Gamma Psi
Mercer University
Founded 3/16/1953
gammapsi@kappapsi.org

Over the summer, our chapter held
our annual retreat in the mountains of
Blue Ridge, Georgia, where we were

able to enjoy the fellowship of both col-
legiates and alumni as well as get a lot
of planning done for the upcoming
year. As classes resumed, our chapter
hosted a ‘Welcome to Atlanta’ social to
inaugurate the new students of
Mercer’s College of Pharmacy to the
school and our city. The event had a
great turnout and introduced Kappa
Psi to the incoming class of student
pharmacists. Additionally, we co-host-
ed a ‘Kappa-Palooza’ event with our
school’s Kappa Epsilon chapter so stu-
dents could wind down and socialize
after a hectic beginning to the year.
About one month into the new acad-

emic year, our chapter is placing an
emphasis on service and has already
participated in a roadside clean up
event through the Adopt-a-Highway
program to help keep our campus
looking clean. We had a blood drive in
conjunction with the American Red
Cross in October. With the recent dev-

astation caused by Hurricane
Florence, we hope to be able to rally
students, faculty, and our community
to donate in support of those affected. 
Gamma Psi has continued to remain

active in the surrounding community,
hosting several health screening
events in pharmacies near our school.
Congratulations to Kasem Khan for

receiving our chapter’s 99 Hands
Scholarship, awarded annually to a col-
legiate brother for his/her service and
commitment to the Fraternity.

�	 Delta Lambda
Campbell University
Founded 4/23/1988
deltalambda@kappapsi.org

We began the fall semester by pro-
viding breakfast for the first-year phar-
macy students while introducing them
to our brothers. We gave them insight
on Kappa Psi and the benefits of join-
ing the Fraternity. We also held a

Several brothers of Gamma Phi pose with recently named Dean Kelly Smith,
Pharm.D., FASHP, FCCP.

Delta Lambda Brothers Bri, Emily and Cara Beth each hold leadership positions
in other organizations and are proud to represent Kappa Psi while doing so at
the Student Inclusion Fair.

The brothers of Gamma Psi gather for a photo after an outing at the Monterrey Mexican Cantina.

booth at the Student Inclusion Fair
hosted by the Campbell College of
Pharmacy & Health Sciences (CPHS).
This showcased the wide variety of
organizations our brothers are
involved in and displayed the diversity
of our chapter. Each semester, we
hold Adopt-a-Highway roadside
cleanups along with other projects like
American Red Cross Blood Drive and
Habitat for Humanity. We look forward
to our two fundraising events, each
going toward Kappa Psi scholarships.
The Big Bats Softball Tournament,
held in memory of Sgt. Michael
Hutchens, the father of Brother Leah
Mitchell. The proceeds raised will go
toward two scholarships for graduat-
ing high school seniors. The Brie
Anne Reynolds Bowling Tournament
scholarship goes to a Kappa Psi broth-
er showing quality characteristics
throughout the year. 
On October 4, we held our first luau-

themed rush event, followed by a ser-
vice event at the Kappa Psi house, and
concluded with a carnival-themed
“Kappa Psircus.” We are excited to
meet the pledges and continuously
evolve the pledging process. Last year,
our pledging process was revamped
due to the new curriculum changes
from CPHS, but the pride of Kappa Psi
will continue to be instilled in our
future brothers! —Jenna Greene

�� Epsilon Delta
University of Appalachia
Founded 4/12/2008
epsilondelta@kappapsi.org
Our chapter recently inducted a fac-

ulty member, Dr. Caterina Hernandez,
into the Fraternity. We also started our
pledging events, such as Trivia Night,
Greek Olympics, and Formal Dinner.
We are very excited to tell the incom-
ing P1 students why Kappa Psi is the
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We have many events planned for
the semester. We will celebrate the
American Pharmacists Month in
October with the Ice Cream Social
event, Trivia Night, and Alzheimer’s
Walk. On November 3, we are prepar-
ing the Zeta Class for their initiation.
We also plan our Adopt-a-Highway
cleanup and our Friendsgiving dinner
in the month of November.

�� Zeta rho
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine-Georgia Campus
Founded 6/4/2016
zetarho@kappapsi.org
As a chapter, Zeta Rho brothers

attended summer assembly hosted by
Beta Xi. Our 16 newly initiated broth-
ers were able to attend their first
assembly, and it was everything they
expected it to be and more. We were
overcome with excitement winning
both the Man-Mile Award and
Philanthropy Award. Summer assem-
bly was also a great time to reunite
and celebrate our class of graduate
brothers as well as fourth-year broth-
ers who are on their APPE rotations.
We miss them dearly and appreciate
the foundation they have laid for our
chapter. 
Regent Obinna Ekechukwu attend-

ed the annual Leadership Symposium.
During our first meeting of the year,
he shared his remarkable experience
and it ignited a fervor to execute the
initiatives planned for this year. The
eagerness and excitement were illus-
trated by our fundraising committee
chair, Victoria Oshukentan. Wasting
no time, she immediately began plan-
ning various fundraising activities and
held two very successful events so far. 
On September 27, we held our first

interest meeting of the year and
geared up for Rush Week. As the
semester goes on and our workload
increases, we have become so grateful
for one another. In just a few short
years, our chapter has grown far
beyond what we expected.

—Betelehem Sheferaw 

South Carolina Upstate Grad
Founded 4/25/2015
southcarolinaupstategrad@kappapsi.org
South Carolina Upstate Grad chap-

ter has continued to boast strong
activity through the spring and sum-
mer. We installed a new set of officers
under the continued direction of re-
elected regent Trey Reeves. In addi-
tion, we voted to donate funds to
Reach Out & Read as part of ongoing
participation in philanthropic projects.
SCUG is continuing to stay involved at
the chapter and Province level, includ-
ing attending the recent Atlantic
Province summer assembly in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina. 
We would like to extend heartfelt

congratulations to Brothers Trey
Reeves and Melissa Buchanan on the
arrival of their daughter, Josephine,
born October 3. We wish the best of
health and happiness to mom, dad,
and baby Josephine! 

—Mario Machado

best fraternity to join and how our vast
number of brothers will help guide
them through their future endeavors.    

—Ashwin Gujar

�� Epsilon Zeta
East Tennessee State University
Founded 3/21/2009
epsilonzeta@kappapsi.org

Rush Week was a huge success for
us! We had a muy bueno time meeting
our potential new brothers with a fiesta
theme our first night. Later in the
week, we got to know each other at a
cookout at a brother’s house. The
week ended with 19 pledges and we
are excited to see our chapter continue
to grow. We have lots of fundraisers,
philanthropy events and socials
planned this fall. Brothers look for-
ward to our Halloween Boo Bash and
we’re also planning our spring philan-
thropy event, the annual Apothecary
Dash 5K. This event always has great
involvement from our school and our
community. 

—Chelsie Collins

�� Epsilon Phi
South University-Columbia
Founded 4/14/2012
epsilonphi@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Phi chapter started Rush
Week in September with an informa-
tional meeting. Pledging will start on
October 15 and we all look forward to
teaching the potential brothers about
our Fraternity while developing their
leadership, communication, and com-
munity skills. 

�� Zeta Xi
South College-Knoxville
Founded 8/29/2015
zetaxi@kappapsi.org

Zeta Xi chapter was chartered on
August 29, 2015 and in honor of
Founders Day, we held a barbecue pic-
nic at Carl Cowan Park. All current,
graduate, and faculty brothers were
invited to this joyous event. Besides
good food and brothers bonding, we
also continued to craft our chapter’s
paddle.

Epsilon Delta Trivia Night rush event.

Zeta Xi brothers keep the campus looking nice at the Adopt-a-Highway cleanup.

Grand Historian Melissa Buchanan
and husband/Brother Trey Reeves 
welcome daughter Josephine to the
#SCUGLIFE. Congratulations 
brothers. 
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Great Lakes Province
greatlakesprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap: Matt Jordan
glpsatrap@gmail.com or
kappaspiglp.wixsite.com/

greatlakesprovince 
Next meeting:
April 12–14, 2019, hosted by Xi,
Columbus, Ohio
College chapters:  Xi, Upsilon, Beta
Lambda, Beta Phi, Gamma Delta,
Gamma Chi, Epsilon Theta, Zeta Epsilon,
Mu Omicron Pi

Graduate chapters: Ada Graduate,
Central Michigan Graduate, Cincinnati
Graduate, Cleveland Graduate,
Columbus Graduate, Detroit Graduate,
Kentucky Graduate, Toledo Graduate

The spring 2018 Great Lakes
Province assembly in Louisville,
Kentucky, was a success! Thank you
to the brothers of Epsilon Theta
(Sullivan University) for all their hard
work and hosting a great weekend. All
nine collegiate chapters and eight
graduate chapters were present for the
assembly. Lots of great things were
discussed and accomplished. You can
say we got down and derby! 
Spring assembly started with an

exciting Louisville Bats baseball game.
In addition, the weekend schedule was
filled with sessions and networking.
Our Vice Satrap Philanthropy chal-
lenge, Reach Out & Read, was a huge
success, raising more than $4,000 to
go toward books to help advocate for
childhood literacy. The donation made
us the top donating Province in the
Fraternity. We concluded our assem-
bly with a banquet filled with raffles,
award presentations, and a video that
summarized our weekend together. 
In June, our collegiate chapter

regents and executive board assem-
bled in Cincinnati for our annual Great
Lakes Province Regents Meeting host-
ed by Beta Phi. The weekend was
filled with icebreakers, setting goals
for the upcoming year, brainstorming
new ideas to bring back to our chap-
ters, and creating solutions to common
problems encountered by each regent.
GLP would like to congratulate our

Province Supervisor Tracy Anderson-
Haag who won the 2018 Professional
Fraternity Association Volunteer of the
Year Award through nomination by
Kappa Psi. Huge congratulations to
the brothers of Mu Omicron Pi for
raising more than $1,000 for Hurricane
Florence relief efforts! 
Beta Lambda, University of Toledo

in Toledo, Ohio, will host the fall 2018
assembly October 12–14. There we
plan to continue to raise more money
and books for Reach Out & Read! 

—(Joe) Thanh Phan 

� Xi
The Ohio State University
Founded 5/21/1925
xi@kappapsi.org

Xi chapter kicked the summer off
with a Memorial Day barbecue, and
we kept our brotherhood strong
through weekly trivia events with
Columbus Grad. Vice regent Jen
Huang hosted a Fourth of July barbe-
cue at her house, where we celebrated
summer by gorging on burgers and
s’mores. On a more business note, Liz
Posney went to Texas for the Kappa
Psi Leadership Symposium and gener-
ously shared what she learned with
the rest of the chapter during our first
fall GBM. Chaplain Doug Luther and
vice regent Huang also went to the
Regent’s Retreat hosted by Beta Phi in
Cincinnati, where Doug returned with
ideas for a new points system to
reward our brothers for being active.
We dove right in to recruiting as

soon as school started. This year, rush
events included our classic ice cream
social, speed meet-a-brother, broom-
ball, and barbecue with Columbus
Grad. We also held a not-so-profession-
al hour during lunch where brothers
and friends ate walking tacos (tacos
eaten out of a bag of chips) and played
board, card and video games. We can’t
wait to introduce you to our new
pledges in the spring when we will
host the 2019 Great Lakes Province. 

—Danica Liu

� Upsilon
University of Kentucky
Founded 4/16/1909
upsilon@kappapsi.org

Upsilon brothers have had many
opportunities to show their love: from
puppy and kitten adoptions as a philan-
thropic event, to the annual luau as a
pledge event. We hosted the 10th
annual Healthcare Tailgate with more
than 50 brothers and pledges in atten-
dance, despite rainy weather! There

are still many exciting events planned,
with one of our largest being our first
Kappa Psi Masquerade at the end of
October. This will benefit Reach Out &
Read, with many ways to contribute to
the cause. Book donations, ticket
sales, and organizing the event are just
a few of the ways that brothers have
been involved so far, with more oppor-
tunities to come. The Masquerade will
be full of music, fellowship, and fun! 
The presence of brothers and

pledges has been overwhelming at our
pledge events. Our Big/Little Reveal is
coming up as well as our annual
Big/Little Potluck. There was a Pledge
vs. Brother basketball game last week,
with a Pledge vs. Brother volleyball
game this week. Upsilon chapter tries
to have some fun, even with the immi-
nent doom of block exams coming up.
Future members are buzzing about
having so many enjoyable events and
feeling so welcomed by the current
brothers. Upsilon continues to grow at
an exponential rate, in quality and size.

—Jill Krupp

�	 Beta Lambda
University of Toledo
Founded 5/22/1925
betalambda@kappapsi.org

We started off fall 2018 by welcom-
ing new pledges at rushing events. We
went bowling, ate unlimited pancakes
at Uncle John’s, played football, and
hosted a game night. We have 10 new
pledges and are excited to see how
they can help grow the chapter.
A focus this semester has been

improving relations with other profes-
sional organizations on campus. We’ve
been reaching out with social events
and opportunities for professional
development with our sister organiza-
tion 	��. So far, we’ve had a cookout,
made a kickball team, and have a trip
to Canada planned for the spring. Both
groups will also participate together in
Relay For Life, a fundraising event for
the American Cancer Society.
Later this month, we are excited to

host the Great Lakes Province, here in
Toledo. It will be a great opportunity to

Brothers and pledges enjoyed great fellowship and food on a delightful and warm Thursday evening at the annual Upsilon
chapter luau.

Xi Brothers (L–R) Cody Tong ’20, vice regent Jen Huang ’20, Jen Chan ’20, and
Smit Patel ’21 at the Annual Ice Cream Social, the first rush event of the year.
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pledges were instrumental in helping
to serve our community as we made
dozens of women’s care kits for
Shelterhouse and raised money for
Reach Out & Read through our Pies
for Pages event. Our philanthropic
efforts didn’t stop there as we put
together hygiene and needle stick kits
for the Hamilton County Health
Department and continue to send
brothers to donate their time at St.
Vincent De Paul Charitable
Pharmacy. Our brotherhood canoe
trip was unfortunately rained out this
year, but we look forward to other
social events to make up for the lost
bonding time. 
We started the pledging process

with our Brothers vs. Pledges flag
football game, where hopefully the
brothers can retake the title after a bit
of a fumble last year. Then we’ll have
our Get to Know Cincinnati event that
we follow up with a Big/Little Reveal.

Our last big event is the spaghetti din-
ner, where brothers will get to hear
fun, personal stories from the pledges
as they all dine. 

—Daniel Duda

�� Gamma Delta
Ohio Northern University
Founded 3/20/1920
gammadelta@kappapsi.org

Our recruitment officer, Oshra
Gadkar, hosted several events this
fall, and more than 100 students from
the College of Pharmacy attended! On
September 21, we invited 54 of the
rushees to a formal round in order to
familiarize them in a more profession-
al setting with all of the brothers. The
following Monday, 21 bids were dis-
tributed to a mix of P1 and P2 stu-
dents, all of whom accepted our offer!
We are so excited for pledging season
and for these new members to eventu-
ally meet the rest of our Brotherhood
throughout the nation! Many of our
brothers will be attending the GLP fall
assembly in Toledo. We look forward
to continuing the semester with our
pumpkin carving social, fall Hocking
Hills retreat, and pledge events such
as Big/Little Reveal and initiation! 

—Allison Harper 

�� Gamma Chi
Ferris State University
Founded 5/6/1952
gammachi@kappapsi.org

Gamma Chi started our two-week
recruitment for fall semester with a
cookout, lawn games, and volleyball.
Our other events were wiffleball, trivia
night, casino night, and an ice-cream
social. At the rush events, we have
seen potential new brothers who aim
for academic excellence as well as

socialize and network with brothers
from chapters in our Province.
We have several community service

events planned this fall, including
cleaning a section of highway that
we’ve adopted. We will also be at St.
Luke’s Hospital for our drug take-back
event. 

—Sam Foster

�� Beta Phi
University of Cincinnati
Founded 2/12/1927
betaphi@kappapsi.org

After all of the rush and philan-
thropy events this semester, we had 45
potential brothers join us for bid night
and begin the pledging process! The

99 Hands/Great Lakes Province

Beta Lambda brothers enjoy down time during a baseball game.

Brothers and pledges of Beta Phi hit the lanes to celebrate the beginning of the 2018 rush season!

Gamma Chi brothers make lasting memories playing intramural softball together.
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have a strong moral character and pas-
sion for Kappa Psi. Our Legislative
Committee has been spending time
reviewing and editing our bylaws.
During homecoming weekend, we had
a wonderful dinner with our current
brothers, alumni, and advisors. The
chapter helped the Big Rapids
Community Library with their annual
book sale. We also hosted a blood
drive with Michigan Blood and saved
381 lives. We are having a drug take-
back day and our second charity
spelling bee in October that we hope
will be very successful.

—Ashley Ingison

�� Epsilon Theta
Sullivan University
Founded 10/24/2009
epsilontheta@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Theta kicked off the semes-
ter with rush events and fundraisers.
We have had good attendance at rush
events and got our name out there this
quarter. Potential new members have
had the opportunity to meet the broth-
ers at rush events ranging from a pizza
lunch to a Louisville Bats game and a
movie night, finishing it off with an ice
cream meltdown before finals of the
summer quarter. 
Since Brothers Madison Poteet and

Adam Alexander got back from the
Leadership Symposium, the chapter
has begun to build upon the founda-
tion of the values of Kappa Psi and
become more involved. We have
begun to focus more on fundraising
and philanthropy. Notably, we had a
successful fundraiser for Reach Out &
Read thanks to Chick-fil-A allowing a
portion of purchases for a single day to
go toward that benefit. Our annual
blood drive was a success because of
everyone who donated—thanks to our
Service Committee for making it hap-
pen again. Service has been a new
focus with many new plans for this fall. 
The brothers have ended the sum-

mer with planning ahead. The annual
social we host with Lambda Kappa
Sigma will hopefully be the biggest
one yet. A new Inter-Fraternal
Committee has been formed to plan
and fundraise for the event. We look
forward to initiating new members in
November. 

—Jamie Thomas 

�� Zeta Epsilon
Northeast Ohio Medical University
Founded 5/3/2014
zetaepsilon@kappapsi.org

Zeta Epsilon hit the ground running
this semester. In August, our brothers
helped participate in NEOMED’s
eighth annual golf outing fundraiser
aimed at raising money for scholar-
ships. Lots of participants teamed up

and competed for prizes. We are cur-
rently finishing up rushing and plan to
start pledging for new recruits. We
hope to have seven new brothers by
early December. Efforts are still being
made toward Reach Out & Read.
Brothers are getting donations from
friends, family, coworkers, and peers.
Later this year, we plan to make blan-
kets and hand made Christmas cards
for children of Akron Children’s
Hospital.


� Mu Omicron Pi
Wayne State University
Founded 5/14/1927
muomicronpi@kappapsi.org

This summer, we continued our tra-
dition of various rush events (ping-
pong social, fowling, bowling, graduate
brothers’ barbecue) and established
new events such as Tour Detroit and a
Meet & Greet social for the P1s. 
Before school started, we held our

annual Brotherhood Retreat in

Wiggins Lake, Michigan. We thank
the Mueller family for allowing us to
stay at their cottage. The retreat was a
time away from our daily lives for the
purpose of reconnecting and focusing
on making things happen this year. 
In other news, Chima Nwamba and

Brian Randall had the opportunity to
work at a men’s health event at Ford
Field. Unexpectedly, these brothers
ran into brothers from other chap-
ters—Christian Gill of Beta Epsilon
and Austin Morrison of Beta Rho. 
In September, we prepared and

delivered more than 100 sack lunches
for the less fortunate of Detroit.

—Chima D. Nwamba 

Central Michigan Grad
Founded 10/24/1992
centralmichigangrad@kappapsi.org
Central Michigan Grad has been

busy planning get-togethers, support-
ing fundraisers, and catching up with
collegiate brothers. 
Since the last issue of THE MASK,

the Ghiringhellis hosted a summer
party that several members from
Central Michigan Grad and Gamma
Chi attended. Recently, Gamma Chi
brothers hosted a homecoming cele-
bration in Big Rapids that a few broth-
ers of Central Michigan Grad were
able to attend. 
We look forward to the Great Lakes

Province assembly in Toledo! 
—Katie Czajkowski 

Zeta Epsilon brothers help with NEOMED’s annual golf outing fundraiser to provide scholarship opportunities to students.

Mu Omicron Pi Brothers (L–R) Shivam Patel, Mike Bassil (covered), Nick
Peters, Saif Findakly, Tony Tayar, and Zack Mueller at the Mueller family’s 
cottage in Wiggins Lake, Michigan.  
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Gamma Delta P3 brothers receive their white coats! 

THE PERSON YOU BECOME.

Gamma Zeta officers who will
lead the chapter
in 2018–2019.

LEARNING.
MENTORING.
LEADING.

STRIVING.
ACHIEVING.
SUPPORTING.

KAPPA PSI
NETWORK.

LEFT: Delta Eta alumni Brother Dr. Anthony Poche gives interview
tips at Delta Eta’s professional development event.
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Gulf Coast Province
gulfcoastprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap Julianne Willis
gulfcoastsatrap@gmail.com or
http://kappapsigulfcoast

province.weebly.com
Next meeting:
January 4–6, 2019, hosted by Epsilon
Kappa in Nashville, Tennessee. 
College chapters:  Psi, Beta Rho,
Gamma Zeta, Gamma Omega, Delta
Gamma, Delta Eta, Epsilon Kappa,
Epsilon Lambda, Zeta Upsilon
Graduate chapters: Auburn Graduate,
Birmingham Graduate, Louisiana
Graduate, Middle Tennessee Graduate,
North Alabama Graduate, South
Alabama Graduate, Tennessee
Graduate
The brothers of Gulf Coast Province

have been busy this past summer with
various philanthropy events and
attending meetings such as APhA’s
Institute on Alcoholism & Drug
Dependencies in Salt Lake City, and
the Leadership Symposium in Fort
Worth, Texas. Brothers who attended
were able to take back valuable
lessons to their respective chapters. At
our summer assembly hosted by Delta
Gamma in Auburn, Alabama, we had a
successful book drive for Reach Out &
Read. The drive netted more than 60
books for a local pediatrics office.
With the fall semester kicking off,

some of our chapters have already par-
ticipated in rush, while others are
starting to prepare their events. We
are excited to welcome new brothers
to the Gulf Coast Province.
Additionally, our brothers are continu-
ing to volunteer in philanthropy oppor-
tunities, whether they be health
screenings or outreach events in their
local communities! Upcoming events
for GCP include our winter assembly
hosted by Epsilon Kappa in Nashville,
Tennessee, January 4–6, 2019. The
brothers of Gulf Coast Province look
forward to seeing friends both new
and old!

—Brittany Forseth

� Psi
University of Tennessee
Founded 10/9/1925
psi@kappapsi.org

Psi brothers have continued our
efforts to reach both our Reach Out &
Read philanthropy goals as well as sup-
port the Make-A-Wish Foundation. 
In February, 54 brothers from all

three campuses (Memphis, Nashville,
and Knoxville) attended a weekend
cabin retreat in Gatlinburg. In April,
brothers met in Memphis for a fun Pig
Roast at the Kappa Psi house for
Big/Little Reveal and enjoyed a social
at the local minor league Memphis

Redbirds baseball game. Later in May,
brothers organized an event with
Sprocket Rocket to conquer peddling
through the busy streets of downtown
Nashville. Throughout the spring,
Knoxville brothers held several cook-
outs and school breakfasts to start the
day off right. We gathered for football
games in the fall, including the cam-
pus-wide Kappa Psi tailgate during the
UT/UK game on November 10. 
Brotherhood remains a top priority

at UT and we are always excited to
coordinate Kappa Psi events through-
out the Gulf Coast Province. In April,
we attended a crawfish boil with the
Beta Rho chapter at Ole Miss while
also planning a collaborative tailgate
with the Delta Gamma chapter at
Auburn during our fall break.
Psi brothers are still working hard

in the pop-tab competition, “Pop Tab
Palooza,” against UT Phi Delta Chi to
raise money for the Ronald McDonald
House. Collections are set up through-
out each UT College of Pharmacy cam-
pus that has also attracted help from
alumni, faculty, friends, and family
members. In April, Memphis brothers
hosted our annual “Karaoke Night
Fundraiser” at Tin Roof on Beale
Street where all were welcome to help
us raise money for the Make-A-Wish-
Foundation. It is our goal to sponsor a
child and his/her wish every four
years, and this event enabled us to
make significant progress in reaching
that goal. Brothers in Knoxville hosted
our first book drive for Reach Out &
Read this past spring. More than 40
children’s books were collected.
Nashville brothers hosted our first-
ever Rx Spelling Bee for Reach Out &
Read with great success. We are proud
of the commitment our brothers have
shown to raise money and awareness
for such a great program!
We are happy to announce that the

Gulf Coast Province committees now
have 17 Psi brothers as appointed rep-
resentatives. In March, two of these
brothers, Laura Meyer and Bryson
Belaire, won Kappa Psi scholarships to
attend the APhA Institute on
Alcoholism & Drug Dependencies in
Salt Lake City. (See stories on page 42
of the Summer MASK.) A P4 brother,
Connor Stuart, was also recognized for
being named the 2018 Asklepios Key
winner for outstanding achievement. 
Our most exciting moment of the

year was welcoming a whopping 95
new pledges into our Brotherhood.
During the rush period, we were able
to get to know the P1 class through a
joint event with Phi Delta Chi at a
Memphis Redbirds game, our first-
ever (and very popular) Kappa Psi
Field Day, and a spicy fajita cookout to
round it out. 

Cleveland Grad
Founded 12/1/1914
clevelandgrad@kappapsi.org
Hello to all brothers from Cleveland.

We have had some great events lately.
At our most recent meeting on
September 23, we had elections, new
graduate brothers in attendance, and
went out for our Indians game social-
with brothers from Zeta Epsilon. Our
next major social will be in November
for Fratsgiving held at Eric Geyer’s
house with a TBA date. Follow us on
our Cleveland Grad Facebook page for
all current events and upcoming meet-
ings. Our next meeting is scheduled
for December. Let us know if you’re
interested in joining us or attending
any of our socials and we will gladly
accept all brothers. PTBYB.

—Chris Grider

Kentucky Grad
Founded 11/17/1919
kentuckygrad@kappapsi.org
It was a pleasure seeing many broth-

ers visit us in Louisville this past April
for the Great Lakes spring assembly.
Things are lively in Kentucky as we
are currently in the middle of the colle-
giate pledging season for our local
chapters. We are very excited to work
with these potential brothers and look
forward to welcoming them into the
Fraternity. Kentucky Grad is always
looking for more members and
involvement. If you ever find yourself
near Louisville on the fourth Tuesday
of the month, please join us for our
monthly meeting at our house on the
river. We’d love to have you join us.

—Mark Court

Brothers from Cleveland Grad and Zeta Epsilon enjoy a Cleveland Indians win.

Epsilon Theta Brothers Diane and Meghan and graduate Brother Mark at a
rush event with potential new members at Slugger Field. 
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�� Gamma Zeta
Samford University
Founded 3/20/1935
gammazeta@kappapsi.org

Our newly initiated regent, Mady
Shipley participated in the summer
Leadership Symposium and brought
back ideas to the chapter.

We hit the ground running this fall,
participating in the McWhorter
School of Pharmacy’s annual
Membership Drive. Rush chair Macy
Wigginton, coordinated our rush
events the following week. We hosted
our annual Kappa Psi Cookout, where
barbecue, bacon mac and cheese, and
volleyball were just a few of the main
attractions. The next night we held a
philanthropy event located at the
Alabama Exceptional Foundation,
where brothers and potential mem-
bers gathered to help the community.
We finished off the week with a
Bowling Night. Bids were handed out
to the potential new members along
with a delicious Kappa Psi bid cookie.
We also held a philanthropy event

at the Brother Bryan Mission where
brothers assisted in the serving of
food to the community. We will con-
tinue our relationship with this organi-
zation throughout the year, in addition
to other fun events we have planned.

—Stephen Parker & Bryce Burkhart

�� Gamma Omega
University of Arkansas
Founded 5/28/1955
gammaomega@kappapsi.org

Gamma Omega ended the spring
semester well. In March, we put on
the Synergy Saturday Screening in
downtown Little Rock at the River
Market and had many brothers attend
the APhA National Meeting in
Nashville. They networked with fellow
pharmacy students and pharmacists
alike and came back energized and
ready to finish the school year strong.
Matt Blaha, Brittany Forseth, and

Cortni Hicks, were inducted into Phi
Lambda Sigma at the end of the
semester. We are very proud of their
accomplishments.
To end the school year, we had a lit-

tle bit of fun at the house of our outgo-
ing GCD, Dr. Howard Hendrickson.
There was barbecue, mask making,
and fun bonding all around. We will
miss Dr. Hendrickson as he moves on
to his next endeavor, but we are excit-
ed to have Dr. Howell Foster as our
new GCD and look forward to work-
ing with him! 
Our regent, Emily Spatz, attended

the Kappa Psi Leadership Symposium
and came back with fresh perspective
and energy for the new year. This fall,
we had many brothers take part in
leading orientation for the P1s and
helping out at their White Coat
Ceremony. They represented Gamma
Omega well and hopefully piqued
some P1 interest in our chapter! Rush
will be held in October.
In August, we put on another

screening at the Boosters and Big
Rigs event in Little Rock. Our broth-

�� Beta rho
University of Mississippi
Founded 4/19/1926
betarho@kappapsi.org

Beta Rho chapter got back into the
routine of school after a very produc-
tive summer break! We had some
brothers attend the Kappa Psi summer
Leadership Symposium in the
Dallas/Fort Worth area and our own
Gulf Coast Province summer assem-
bly at Auburn University. The broth-
ers who attended both events were
able to connect and network with
alumni and brothers from other col-
leges of pharmacy, as well as hear
from many keynote speakers. 
We held an informational meeting

during the second week of school and
had an excellent turnout of potential
new members. Our chapter has also
held a couple of rush events for poten-
tial new members, including an after-
noon where we were able to write
inspirational cards to children at
Batson Children’s Hospital. We are
continuing many of the new activities
and initiatives we started up last year,

including the formation of many sub-
committees to aid our officers in their
responsibilities and the weekly quizzes
for new pledges that help to teach
them about Kappa Psi’s history and
values. We are expecting to have one
of our larger pledge classes in recent
years. 

—Jerrod Bradley

The new 2018 Psi pledges celebrate Bid Day at a Kappa Psi alumna’s pool.

Beta Rho chapter brothers enjoy an afternoon of fun and fellowship with new pledges while creating inspirational get-well
cards to send to children at Batson Children’s Hospital.

Delta Gamma brothers pose with one of the new pledges at informal rush. (L–R):
Pledge Sam, Madissen Patterson, Maddie Sheffield, and Tori Marshall. 
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ers screened many people at the event
and had a great time improving the
health of the community. This semes-
ter, we look forward to our annual
bone marrow drive and more opportu-
nities for screenings. 

—Ian McVinney

�� Delta Gamma
Auburn University
Founded 2/24/1963
deltagamma@kappapsi.org

Delta Gamma kicked off the semes-
ter by kayaking down the Coosa River
in Wetumpka, Alabama. This was a fun
way for brothers to catch up with each
other and celebrate the beginning of a
new school year. Over the summer,
several brothers were busy exploring
new opportunities. Ben Harding
engaged in a highly sought-after
internship at Johns Hopkins in
Baltimore. Allis Hamby ventured on a
week-long mission trip in Honduras.
Chelsy Palmer also completed the
Pharmacy Student Boot Camp at
PCCA in Houston. In addition, our
chapter hosted this year’s Gulf Coast
Province summer assembly in Auburn,
Alabama. 
We were beyond pleased with how

our pledge process went this year.
Many students expressed interest at
our informal and formal rush events.
For Auburn’s big game against LSU,
we hosted our first tailgate of the foot-
ball season where we had the opportu-
nity to get to know the new pledges.
For fundraising, we will be selling
orange ribbons to support one of our
P3 students, Carly Moon, and her hus-
band. We also plan to host an exam
review for the P1 students. For a ser-
vice project, we plan to deliver home-

cooked meals to patients enrolled in
our school’s Pharmacy Practice
Experience (PPE) program. 
Academically, our brothers continue

to exceed expectations. We had six
brothers inducted into the Rho Chi
Honor Society. A P3 brother, Anne
Saunders, was awarded the R. Lee
Evan Student Professionalism Award
at the APA conference. We could not
be more proud of our brothers and all
of their achievements!

—Mallory Stringer

�� Delta Eta
Xavier University of Louisiana
Founded 3/17/1972
deltaeta@kappapsi.org

Delta Eta kicked off the school year
by participating in the first-year phar-
macy students’ orientation. During ori-
entation, we held our annual fashion
show to demonstrate improper and
proper attire for graduate school stu-
dents. At that presentation, we let the
students speak on what was right and
wrong as the brothers walked the run-
way in different styles of casual and
business attire. We also provided the
students with the dress code and clari-
fied any questions they had. In addi-
tion to the fashion show, we participat-
ed in the organization fair to showcase
Kappa Psi. At the end of the fair, we
provided the students with cake.
We hosted a professional develop-

ment event where we had alumni
Brother Dr. Anthony Poche speak on
interviewing skills. This workshop was
extremely successful and appreciated

by our student body. Dr. Poche gave
great tips on interviewing for jobs as
well as residencies; he came with sam-

ple interview questions and allowed
students to answer them. Dr. Poche
also mentioned tips for resumes and

Gamma Omega brothers make masks and say goodbye to outgoing GCD Dr. Hendrickson during a cookout at his home. 

Delta Eta Brother Brionne Bush
shows a senior citizen how to distin-
guish which food item is healthier.

Epsilon Lambda brothers at their Rush Week Yard Game Events say, “We want
YOU to pledge Kappa Psi!” (L–R front): Nicole Northcutt, LeaAnn Fane, Brenna
Rainey; (middle) John Brannon, Landon Russell, Tyler McClatchey, Ashlyn Webb;
(back) Kristian Krajina, Kyle Owens, Klye Fletcher, and Kahari Wines.
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chance to discuss with the incoming
students what our Brotherhood is all
about. This year, our theme for the
fair was “whatever you need, we’ll
help you succeed.” This allowed us to
interact with the incoming class and
get a better understanding of what
they are looking for in an organiza-
tion. Brothers also welcomed the new
class at the back-to-school picnic. We
mingled with the P1s and our faculty
over barbecue and cornhole, allowing
us to have a more relaxed environ-
ment for conversation. 
We look forward to hosting the Gulf

Coast Province winter assembly the
weekend of January 4–6 at the
Marriott Hotel at Vanderbilt.  

�	 Epsilon Lambda
Lipscomb University
Founded 8/13/2010
epsilonlambda@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Lambda has had an excit-
ing past few months! Our chapter
awarded our first scholarship to
Brother Hallie (Cunningham)
Skordallos for being an outstanding
brother and representative of Kappa
Psi. We have worked hard the past
few years with our Service Auction to
raise money to endow this scholar-
ship. We are so proud to be able to
offer a scholarship! 
Epsilon Lambda hosted our annual

Talent Show and it was a tremendous
success. Several brothers competed
and showcased their talents for the
rest of the college. Congrats to the
two-time first place winner, Kyle
Owens, for his incredible voice! You
may have seen him display his amaz-
ing talent at the APhA Annual
Meeting this past March.
Nicole Northcutt represented our

chapter at the Leadership Symposium
this past July. “The best part about
attending this was not just learning
how to be a better leader, but meeting
brothers from around the country and
making connections…I cannot wait to
see my new friends at other national
events,” said Nicole. 
Pledge season is off to a great start

at Lipscomb University. Epsilon
Lambda had a successful pledge week
including yard game night, the Kappa
Psi Amazing Race around campus,
and an ice cream social. 

—Nicole Northcutt

�� Zeta Upsilon
Union University
Founded 8/19/2017,
zetaupsilon@kappapsi.org

This year, our chapter was given
the opportunity to host Union
University College of Pharmacy’s 11th
annual White Coat Ceremony. Our
chapter provided white coats to the
new P1s, served cake and drinks at
the reception to friends and family,
and mingled with other students and
faculty throughout the night. Our
regent, Drew Wells, opened the cere-
mony with a warm welcome and intro-
duced the chapter. Inside each of the
gifted white coats was a handwritten
letter from a brother. The letter,
which was addressed personally,
spoke of encouragement and advice,
including the effect Kappa Psi will
have on their pharmacy career. It was
an exciting time and we are eager for
this to become an annually sponsored
event. 

(continued on page 22.)

curricula vitae. He also gave a great
example of an elevator pitch.
We have also began fundraising by

starting off with our annual lapel pin
sales. Our black and gold “XU” pin
sales went well. We also hosted “Trap
Karaoke,” a fundraising event where
we challenged students to come out
and have a great time singing on the
mic. This profitable event was a great
opportunity for the brothers of Delta
Eta to socialize with the student body.
Our chapter also visited a senior

center where we educated the seniors
on diet. We showed nutrition labels
and pointed out things to watch for
such as sodium and sugars. As we
pointed out what to look for on a nutri-

tion label, we also educated them on
how nutrition relates to chronic dis-
eases such as diabetes and hyperten-
sion. We taught the seniors how to dis-
tinguish which food options are health-
ier; for example, fresh green beans as
opposed to canned green beans.
Overall, the seniors seemed to enjoy
the presentation.

�� Epsilon Kappa
Belmont University
Founded 2/21/2010
epsilonkappa@kappapsi.org

This school year started off with
many recruiting opportunities. The P1
orientation included an organization
fair that gives our chapter a good

A large turnout of Epsilon Kappa brothers at the back-to-school picnic. 

Zeta Upsilon brothers participate in Union University’s White Coat Ceremony.
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Chi brothers make a difference in Peru
Health disparities are signifi-

cant throughout all parts of the
world; however, the magnitude
of its presence in Peru was not
only eye-opening, but also hum-
bling to a group of Chi brothers.
The brothers spent their summer
doing notable volunteer work
that can be seen as a step in the
right direction for not only
humanity, but also our profession
of pharmacy. In Peru, they
emerged themselves in the cul-
ture by actively learning how to
speak the language and playing
an array of healthcare roles dur-
ing clinics. At the various clinics in
Iquitos, they were able to dispense medications, work in the dental section assisting
with fluoride treatment, and aid physicians in diagnosing and prescribing medica-
tions. Along with this, they cleaned a section of the Amazon River and brightened up
the atmosphere of the places they visited by supplying basic necessities and giving
the natives the gift of hope regarding their health.  

by Kareema Siddiqui and Ravi Patel

Delta Psi conducts biannual high-
way cleanup on a stretch of high-
way outside of the University of
Minnesota-Duluth. 

Epsilon Omicron brothers volunteer at the annual charity golf tournament.

The 99Hands of Kappa Psi   
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Upsilon chapter brothers help the Lexington Humane Society find homes for more than 50 animals in need.

ABOVE: Delta Omega Brother
Amanda Flynt met with
Wonder Woman and Ariel
while raising awareness of
the signs, symptoms, and risk
factors of ovarian cancer at
the fifth annual T.E.A.L.
Walk®.  LEFT: Beta Lambda
brothers clean their adopted
section of highway. 
BELOW: Gamma Lambda
brothers with their SPOKES
philanthropy.

    make a difference.
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Mid-America Province
midamericaprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap Matt Holderly
kymapsatrap@gmail.com 

Next meeting:
April 12–14, 2019 hosted by Gamma
Theta, Kansas City, Missouri 
College chapters:  Pi, Rho, Chi, Beta
Upsilon, Gamma Theta, Gamma Pi,
Delta Nu, Epsilon Rho, Epsilon Upsilon,
Epsilon Omega, Zeta Mu

Graduate chapters: Illinois Graduate,
Indiana Graduate, St. Louis Graduate
Since the last report, Mid-America

Province held a mini leadership retreat
in Missouri. During the retreat, many
brothers got to bond, fellowship, and
work on leadership skills. We also had
a very successful Province assembly
weekend hosted by Chi chapter in
Chicago. Dr. Shiyun Kim was present-
ed the Robert A. Magarian Order of
the Silver Mortar Award for her 25-
year involvement in Kappa Psi. What
an honor it is to have Dr. Kim as a
Mid-America Province brother! 
Mid-America Province has big plans

to expand our Reach Out & Read pro-
gram in the next few months. 

—Margaret Lee 

� rho
University of Kansas
Founded 4/23/1932
rho@kappapsi.org

Pledging season is in full swing and
we have a total of 43 pledges eager to
join Rho chapter! We have organized
many events for our pledges to get bet-
ter acquainted with our active broth-
ers. During the first week of classes,
we hosted a barbecue to give the stu-

dents the chance to meet our brothers
and find out why they chose Kappa
Psi. There was such a fantastic turnout
from that barbecue, that we hosted a
second event of “Human Bingo.” At
this pledge event, active brothers were
stationed around a room and the
pledges were given a Bingo card. They
had to fill out the card by finding
brothers who fit the criteria of each
square until all were filled. This gave
the pledges a great opportunity to talk
to most of our brothers, since each
square was relatively specific! 
The University of Kansas is closely

tied with Jubilee Café—a non-profit
organization that serves free break-
fasts for the underprivileged. All active
brothers and pledges were able to vol-
unteer at Jubilee Café at least once this
semester. Being able to volunteer for
this community resource allows us to
grow both individually and as a broth-
erhood. These humbling experiences
promote the pillar of “high ideals” and
will undoubtably shape the type of
pharmacists we will become. 
Our brothers have been involved

with sand volleyball. We even have our
own intramural team. We hosted a
noncompetitive sand volleyball social
to give brothers and pledges a much
deserved study break and another
opportunity to get to know each other. 
We plan to volunteer at Harvester’s

in Topeka to help organize food items
for those in need. Later this month, we
have planned a trivia night in order to
allow pledges to get to know their
pledge pops before initiation. Our
active brothers are truly excited to
have all 43 pledges “Go Rho” in
November!

—Amanda Kuhn 

� Chi
University of Illinois-Chicago
Founded 2/2/1910
chi@kappapsi.org

Chi brothers Kareema Siddiqui and
Ravi Patel spent their summer making
a difference for the people of Peru. See
their story on page 20.  

�� Beta Upsilon
Butler University
Founded 2/27/1930
betaupsilon@kappapsi.org

Beta Upsilon started off the fall
semester with our annual rush events.

At our first event, we enjoyed sno-
cones while getting to know potential
new brothers. Our next rush event was
one we all especially enjoyed. Brothers
spent the evening playing a variety of
card and board games. Nothing says
brotherhood like a little friendly com-
petition.
This semester, we also celebrated

our P1 brothers receiving their white
coats! We are excited for our upcom-
ing brotherhood events and for the
kickoff of our new Reach Out & Read
campaign. 

—Mary Curley

Dr. Latha Radhakrishnan presents the Robert A. Magarian Order of the Silver
Mortar to Dr. Shiyun Kim.

New member coordinators of Beta Upsilon share what they love about Kappa Psi
to potential new brothers.

Lunch on the Lawn Gamma Theta rush event.
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interested in joining our chapter could
get to know the brothers and also net-
work among each other. We also had
“Tacos and Tutoring,” where brothers
were able to help first-year students
with their calculations homework and
other general questions while every-
one enjoyed tacos. Our third and final
rush event was a game night, where
everyone participated in ice breaker
activities and also had the chance to
win prizes. There were pharmacy-
themed games such as “Guess How
Many in the Vial” and some traditional
games such as Uno. We were able to
represent our chapter at the pharma-
cy fraternity showcase at our school
by talking about the benefits of Kappa
Psi and what we stand for. 

—Hafsah Patel

�� Epsilon rho
University of Illinois at Rockford
Founded 1/28/2012
epsilonrho@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Rho participated in the
Walk to Defeat ALS along with other
UIC College of Pharmacy students as
well as UIC College of Medicine stu-
dents. We enjoyed the opportunity to
collaborate with other healthcare stu-
dents while supporting our communi-
ty for this great cause!

—Cassidy Joy

�� Epsilon Upsilon
Roosevelt Univ. College of Pharmacy
Founded 3/31/2012
epsilonupsilon@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Upsilon’s month of August
was busy planning for Rush Week
September 10–13. We organized a vol-
leyball game, game night, potluck,
and bowling event. With a large P1
class, we had a great turnout to all of
our events. On BID day, we handed
out 50 bid envelopes to all the poten-
tial pledges and during the first meet-
ing, we had 49 pledges! Our meetings
take place every Thursday at 5 p.m.
Needless to say, we have been very
busy doing interviews with all of our
pledges. 
The e-board walked at the Suicide

Prevention Walk to bring awareness
to the importance of mental health.
‘Mental health’ is a topic that people
often turn a blind eye to, that is until it
directly affects them or a loved one.
This foundation is raising funds for
research, education, and advocacy.
Our chapter walked and raised money
for the cause. 
We ended our busy month by

attending the fall assembly that was
hosted by the Chi chapter in Chicago.
This was a first Province meeting for a
few brothers and Chi did a wonderful
job hosting all of us. 

—Dhwani Patel

�� Epsilon Omega
Rosalind Franklin University of
Medicine and Science (RFUMS)
Founded 11/23/2013
epsilonomega@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Omega has been busy this
fall with studying for countless
quizzes, exams, and of course, contin-
uing to give back to the community.
We started out strong at the school-
wide organization fair as well as at the
Rosalind Franklin University College
of Pharmacy Organization Fair where
we were able to tell everyone what
Kappa Psi is all about! A few brothers
participated in a color run that our
own Interprofessional Community
Clinic held. Runners were sprinkled,
splashed and sprayed with color pow-
der and it was certainly a wonderful
way to spend a Saturday. Brothers
spent another Saturday morning
cleaning up our highway at our Adopt-
a-Highway philanthropy event and
several attended Feed My Starving
Children where we packed a total of
55 boxes or the equivalent of 11,880
meals for those in need. We look for-
ward to another night at Feed My
Starving Children in late October.
We look forward to hosting our

rush events in October. Those include
a casual evening gathering at Austin’s

�� Gamma Theta
University of Missouri-Kansas City
Founded 5/17/1957
gammatheta@kappapsi.org

This school year has gotten off to a
great start. We have had very success-
ful rush events that were held at First-
Years’ Orientation and Lunch on the
Lawn (a yearly schoolwide event).
This year, we had donuts and coffee
during the first-years’ lunch hour one
day, an ice cream sundae bar another
day, and pickle ball with Kappa Psi at
Chicken N Pickle here in Kansas City.
We have pledged 43 pharmacy stu-
dents who have began to learn more
about Kappa Psi! Brothers are repre-
senting us well in the community in
addition to the classroom. 

—Molli Cooper
�� Gamma Pi
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
Founded 3/19/1946
gammapi@kappapsi.org

This year, Gamma Pi started the
semester off partnering with the
American Red Cross for our first blood

drive this academic year. Brothers,
both from the St. Louis collegiate and
graduate chapters, got together to vol-
unteer at the St. Patrick Center, a local
homeless shelter, where we helped
prepare and serve lunch. Our P4s have
been representing our Fraternity
worldwide while on rotations—the
Gamma Pi Class of 2019 has already
traveled to Korea, London, and China.
As members of the largest internation-
al Fraternity, we strive to become well-
rounded pharmacists who will over-
come any and all barriers to better
serve a larger population.

—Renjitha James

�� Delta Nu
Midwestern Univ.-Downers Grove
Founded 3/12/1994
deltanu@kappapsi.org

We have had a great kickoff to our
school year thanks to our exciting
rush events. First, we were able to pro-
vide information about Kappa Psi to
the first-year students at our campus
organization fair. Also, we had our
“speed dating” event where those

Delta Nu brothers at their first rush event.

Epsilon Upsilon brothers enjoy a volleyball rush social. 

Epsilon Upsilon chapter has some
beanies and hats left from the MAP
assembly. For more information, go to
http://rucopkappapsi.weebly.com. 
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Zeta Mu was able to pin 12 new
pledges for our Epsilon Class. The
members of our Delta Class were all
given Littles and they look forward to
guiding them through the Fraternity. 

—Kaitlyn Riggs

indiana Grad
Founded 4/9/1978
indianagrad@kappapsi.org
Indiana Grad has been staying busy

supporting both Beta Upsilon and Pi
chapters. We continue our chapter
philanthropy focus on meal support
and food insecurity as well as support-
ing the national philanthropy of Reach
Out & Read. We’ve planned our annu-
al Ronald McDonald House dinner for
November 3 at Riley Hospital in
Indianapolis. We are also looking into
partnering with Pi and Beta Upsilon
for a book drive to support Reach Out
& Read. We were able to support two
collegiate brothers, Ryan Yoo from Pi
and Taylor Deters from Beta Upsilon,
to attend the Leadership Symposium
and loved hearing about the fantastic
time they had. 

—Sarah Kuntz

St. Louis Grad
Founded 5/24/1949
stlouisgrad@kappapsi.org
St. Louis Grad has been busy sup-

porting Gamma Pi as they embarked
upon their pledging process. Coming
up, we are planning a CV workshop as
well as a talk regarding educating
patients with low health literacy. The
brothers of STL Grad also have a
strong sense of brotherhood. We
recently arranged an escape room
event and are planning a trip to a local
pumpkin patch this fall. 

—Reetika Puri

Saloon and Eatery with our colleagues
of Phi Delta Chi, a physiology and fel-
lowship night to get to know each
other while preparing the first-year
students for their physiology exam, a
fun competitive night at Whirlyball
and lastly, a speedy social where we
will get to get to know the rushees in
a speed date type fashion.  

—Shayda Ashraf 

�
 Zeta Mu
UMKC School of Pharmacy at
Missouri State University
Founded 6/13/2015
zetamu@kappapsi.org

Zeta Mu has been working hard to
make some significant improvements
to our chapter. Our new rush chairs,
Melanie Williams and Katie Pennell,
did a stellar job organizing activities
and social outings for our potential
new members. We hosted our fifth
annual sand volleyball tournament
where actives and potential pledges
were able to come together as teams
and show off their competitive sides. 
We also held our a second scav-

enger hunt around Springfield,
Missouri. Each team was given a set
of clues worth a varying amount of
points, and the team that was able to
correctly identify and travel to the
most places won. 
Our rush chairs also planned some

“get-to-know-you” events like our
potluck lunch and an ice cream social.
These events were successful because
they allowed actives to sit down and
talk to rushees they may have not
been able to interact with at previous
rush events. Having an additional
event this year allowed more opportu-
nities for those who were interested in
Kappa Psi to learn more about us,
which resulted in a better turnout.

Mountain East
Province
mountaineastprovince@kappapsi.org
Satrap Parker Downing
mep.satrap@gmail.com 

Next meeting:
March 1–2, 2019, hosted by Delta
Epsilon, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
College chapters:  Sigma, Beta Eta,
Beta Kappa, Delta Epsilon, Delta
Kappa, Delta Xi, Epsilon Nu, Epsilon
Omicron, Zeta Kappa

Graduate chapters: Buffalo Graduate,
District of Columbia Graduate, Laurel
Highland Graduate, Maryland
Graduate, Maryland Eastern Shore
Graduate, Pittsburgh Graduate, West
Virginia Graduate

� Sigma
University of Maryland
Founded 3/27/1924
sigma@kappapsi.org

Our fall semester was filled with fun
activities, community service events,
and social events. Upholding Sigma
tradition, Luau was our first rush
event, and our brothers warmly wel-
comed all rushees to enjoy Hawaiian-
themed games, photo booth and great
food while learning about our brother-
hood. Dr. Tae Oh, regent of Maryland
Grad chapter, and Sarah Ro joyfully
shared their experiences as Kappa Psi
brothers and delivered the message
that brotherhood lasts for a lifetime.
The second rush event, Game Night,
it was filled with laughter.  
Just a few weeks after the first

event, we hosted a joint barbecue with
graduate chapter brothers for more
casual gathering and interaction. We
are very fortunate for their insight into

life after pharmacy school, and we
enjoy asking questions, networking,
and interacting with some of the
brothers we don’t normally get to see!
Along with all the fun rush events,

we have a great commitment to our
Baltimore community and plan to con-
tinue service efforts, such as senior
home outreach, Hope Lodge, National
Poison Prevention, and Wing-A-Thon.
In October, we will support the
American Diabetes Association’s
annual Step Out: Walk to Stop
Diabetes and promote the awareness
of diabetes and the better health of
our community.  

—Jasmine Lee

�� Beta Eta
West Virginia University
Founded 5/16/1925
betaeta@kappapsi.org

Beta Eta brothers have been busy
since the last issue of THE MASK.
Recently, we held a potluck dinner for
the P4 brothers, using it as a send-off
before they start new journeys as
pharmacists. This spring, our newly
initiated brothers hosted the annual
pledge party to honor our Bigs and
mentors. Despite blizzard conditions,
we had a huge turnout and everyone
had a blast. We rented out a down-
town location and dressed in our
finest flannels, jeans, overalls, boots,
and baseball caps. The relaxed dress
code and welcoming atmosphere
were definitely in keeping with our
“Country Roads” roots.
As part of our spring semester com-

munity outreach, our chapter came
together to assemble 50 Easter bas-
kets to deliver to the sick children at
WVU Children’s Hospital, which is
part of Ruby Memorial Hospital.

Epsilon Omega brothers volunteer at Feed my Starving Children where they
packed 55 boxes, providing 11,880 meals for those in need. Beta Eta brothers donated supplies, cleaned and repaired kennels and enjoyed

play time while volunteering at the animal shelter.
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Brothers donated money, went shop-
ping, bought toys, games, and candy,
and filled each basket past the brim.
We were so pleased to bring joy to
children unable to experience Easter
outside of their hospital rooms.
We are very proud to announce that

five of our graduating brothers—Tori
Zambito, Eric Kinney, Kelsi Hines,
Allison DeLancey, and RJ Jacobs—
worked hard to graduate at the top of
their class, and received the Grand
Council Scholarship Key Award! It is
such an honor to call them brothers. 
We would also like to recognize our

Alexandria Castracane. She has been
actively involved in a social media
campaign called #REFUSEStigma. In
2016, more than 42,200 Americans
died from drug overdoses involving

prescription opioids. As drug over-
dose rates continue to increase, only
22 percent of patients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) receive treatment.
This sparked three Kappa Psi broth-
ers, three Ph.D. students, and a facul-
ty advisor to spread hope and encour-
age healthcare providers and students
to use patient centered, medically
accurate language. This language dis-
courages the use of words that could
shame patients, and in doing so, cre-
ates a positive and welcoming envi-
ronment that prevents patients from
feeling marginalized by their disease.
This is especially important to our
chapter, as both pharmacists and
West Virginians, because our state
has been among the hardest hit in the
opioid epidemic. #REFUSEStigma can

be found on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook. You can join the campaign
by following us or by posting with the
hashtag #REFUSEStigma and/or
#WVRecoverStrong. 
We started off the fall semester by

co-hosting with APhA-ASP our annual
Back-to-School Social at Joe Mama’s
here in Morgantown. We caught up
with brothers, classmates, and faculty
and welcomed the new P1 students to
WVU School of Pharmacy.
So far this fall, Beta Eta hosted our

biannual Rosenbaum Family House
dinner. Brothers and pledges donate
supplies and time to prepare and
serve meals for families and patients
currently receiving treatment at Ruby
Memorial Hospital. 

—Ryan Cobb 

�� Beta Kappa
University of Pittsburgh
Founded 3/26/1913
betakappa@kappapsi.org

This summer, Kim Dao proudly
represented us in the Leadership
Symposium in Austin, Texas, and
brought back many new ideas for our
chapter to implement. Emily Craine
spent a month in Argentina working
in a community pharmacy and learn-
ing about their beautiful culture.
We’ve also been planning and brain-
storming for the best pledging experi-
ence yet to come. 
Beta Kappa started the fall semes-

ter with our Back-to-School event,
where we and other organizations in
the pharmacy school had the opportu-
nity to meet some of the newest phar-
macy students. Vidya Balakrishna and
Nick Pandelaras did an excellent job
of planning the rest of the rush 2018
events as our chapter liaisons, which
included an info session, ice cream
social, and Fiesta Night. Our hard
work and charm paid off, because we
have accepted 32 wonderful new
pledges this fall! We are so excited to
share our Fraternity with FPC 2018.
Joe Rizkalla and Caroline Baldwin are
already doing a stellar job as pledge
mentors and guiding FPC 2018. 
We have some fall spooky events

planned, including a Halloween party
and a trip to a Haunted House. We are
also going to volunteer at Family
House to prepare home-cooked meals
to the residents. There are plans for a
CV workshop with the Pittsburgh
Grad chapter, also.

—Emily Craine

�� Delta Epsilon
Duquesne University
Founded 2/24/1967
deltaepsilon@kappapsi.org

Delta Epsilon kicked the year off
with a meet and greet with Duquesne
pharmacy professors. We hosted a
casual lunch where pharmacy stu-
dents could get a chance to meet
future professors and ask them ques-
tions. Overall, there was a good
turnout and some delicious salsa. 
Our brothers participated in “speed

dating” to get to know the new
pledges and perhaps find a Little. The
theme was baseball related and each
Kappa Psi brother had a baseball card
made of them including their picture
and information to get to know them.
With all our hard work, hosting
events like this has been a blast. 
Market Square Day is coming up

soon. Members will be educating oth-
ers about cardiovascular disease and
they will be taking blood pressures. 

—Rayann Gallaher

Successful Kappa Psi Luau event with Sigma brothers.

Members of Beta Kappa’s fall pledge class 2018 after induction. 



social at the Heritage Station from 8–
10 p.m. Saturday, October 13, will be
our busy day! We’ll have CE presenta-
tions, business meetings, poster ses-
sions, time to meet our brothers, and
finally, we’ll finish up the day with a
social at the Union Grill! 

—Dain Bender III

Maryland Grad
Founded 10/2/1971
marylandgrad@kappapsi.org
The brothers of the Maryland

Graduate chapter have had an eventful
year. In March, we participated in
Moveable Feast, which serves patients
with HIV/AIDS, cancer, and other
serious illnesses. It combines nutrition
with other aspects of care. Brothers
were able to prepare 170 pounds of
potatoes and multiple other food items

99 Hands/Mountain East Province
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�� Epsilon Nu
Univ. of Maryland Eastern Shore
Founded 1/27/2011
epsilonnu@kappapsi.org

This year has been spectacular for
our chapter. We are halfway through
the semester and there has been a
manifest of activities and services
already done. The focus of this year is
to promote Kappa Psi by reaching a
helping hand out to the community.
Epsilon Nu is growing at a rapid rate
with six new pledges. 
Our first fall event was a hangout

session at Southbound Alley, where
we were able to bowl, eat, laugh and
get to know each other not only in
school but outside of school. This
event was very successful as various
students attended and got to learn
about Kappa Psi and how we can be
very professional but also loving. 
We partnered with Reach Out &

Read for a book drive with a goal to
donate children’s books to the local
pediatrician’s office in Princess Anne
so every child will leave the doctor’s
office with a book. 

—Newtin N. Ndingwan

� Epsilon Omicron
D’Youville College 
Founded 5/7/2011
epsilonomicron@kappapsi.org

Our year started with volunteering
at our school’s annual charity golf tour-
nament. This event was a huge suc-
cess! With our help, the school was
able to raise almost $2,000 to donate to
Kids Escaping Drugs. It was very
rewarding for our chapter to give back
to our school and the local community
through service. We look forward to

doing more through service this
semester by holding our annual “No
Shave November” contest. We plan to
donate all proceeds to the PUNT
Foundation, which supports families
who have been affected by pediatric
cancer. In addition, we plan to use our
clinical skills to assist the community
at several blood pressure clinics and
brown paper bag events. While
Epsilon Omicron has been busy with
community service, we are also coordi-
nating several rush events this semes-
ter. So far, we hosted our annual bar-
becue with the brothers in August and
a rock climbing event in September.
Both events were a success with par-
ticipation from many rushees, colle-
giates, and graduate brothers.
We look forward to hosting our final

two rush events: a Halloween party at

our school in October and a bowling
night in November. For fundraising,
we are working at the concession
stand at the Buffalo Sabres hockey
games to raise money for our chapter. 

�� Zeta Kappa
Marshall University
Founded 5/2/2015
zetakappa@kappapsi.org

It’s been a busy fall for Zeta Kappa.
We are eager to host all of our broth-
ers here in our fantastic town. This will
allow for so much networking and we
look forward to meeting many broth-
ers for the very first time. We have
been extremely busy prepping for
Province and are just a few short
weeks away! 
We will be registering everyone on

Friday, October 12, followed by a

Delta Kappa brothers at the flu clinic.

Epsilon Nu's new pledges along with their pledge educators pose for a photo after the pinning ceremony. 

Brothers Chris Miller, Trisha Miller, and Cameron Van Dyke have fun at the
Pittsburgh Grad painting session.
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students can pay to throw plates of
whipped cream at brothers who volun-
teer, and potentially a basketball tour-
nament within the UConn School of
Pharmacy. Both events are highly
anticipated by brothers and will result
in all profits going to charity.

—Alex Theriault

�� Beta Epsilon
University of Rhode Island
Founded 5/17/1911
betaepsilon@kappapsi.org

Our rush chair Matt Campion led
13 brothers in helping the incoming
freshman pharmacy students move
into their new home and laid out a
great schedule for our fall rush.
Brothers and rushees enjoyed several
events, including a barbecue, a wing
night, and the annual Pharmacy
Picnic. Additionally, brothers volun-
teered at the Rugged Maniac 5K run
in Southwick, Massachusetts, before
running the course themselves.

Potential new brothers were able to
team up with current brothers, navi-
gating a muddy course full of chal-
lenging obstacles. 
Our chaplain Garret Carmichael

organized our chapter’s support for
Brady Quinn (see story on page 4) at a
Light the Night event, and led a corn-
hole tournament fundraiser in support
of Reach Out & Read.  
Our chapter will host this fall’s

Northeast Province assembly by the
beach in Narragansett, Rhode Island.
We look forward to hosting all of our
fellow brothers! 

—Michael Burkett

�� Beta Omega
Temple University
Founded 5/22/1930
betaomega@kappapsi.org

Beta Omega brothers assisted in
new student orientation by leading
tour groups and that helped begin the
process of recruiting new members.

and duties to assist with Moveable
Feast’s mission. Brothers Paul Andrew
and Stephanie Davis were in atten-
dance for the Sigma chapter graduate
reception celebrating the 14 graduat-
ing brothers. Maryland Graduate has
been proud to support Sigma chapter.
Nine brothers attended one of their
rush events. Regent Tae Oh spoke on
the importance of Kappa Psi even after
pharmacy school. We also celebrated
the new school year with a shared col-
legiate and graduate fellowship. 

—Tamika Sanders 

Maryland Eastern Shore Grad
Founded 8/23/2014
marylandeasternshoregrad@kappapsi.org
Maryland Eastern Shore Grad

would like to give a quick update on
our chapter. Two of our brothers,
Meryan Gharbi and Tosin David, were
recently appointed to our state phar-
macy associations’ New Practitioner
Network Executive Committee. Tosin
will serve as the Member-at-Large for
membership engagement, and Meryan
will serve as chairperson. Our own
Kiesha Dunnock recently announced
that she will be having twins next
spring. Lastly, this past month, we
have been told that one of our broth-
ers, Lisa Odenwelder, has been diag-
nosed with early onset breast cancer.
Brothers from MDES Grad participat-
ed in the Pink Ribbon Breast Cancer
Awareness Walk in Seaford, Delaware,
in support of Lisa and her family dur-
ing this time. 

—Ryan Fillis

Pittsburgh Grad
Founded 6/19/1935
pittsburghgrad@kappapsi.org
Pittsburgh Grad helped both a local

public library and the national philan-
thropy by donating to the library in
exchange for books to then donate to
Reach Out & Read. The chapter had a
fun painting session at a local painting
shop, a relaxing picnic, several dinner
meetings, and even branched out into
teleconferencing over the summer. We
got together with some Buffalo Grad
brothers to cheer on the Pirates and
watch fireworks. Unfortunately, we
had to put our golf tournament on hold
this fall, but we’re looking to do some-
thing a little different in the spring
with a newly built Top Golf location.
We’re also looking forward to the
Mountain East fall assembly hosted by
Zeta Kappa in Huntington, West
Virginia. Some upcoming plans
include CV Review/Interview Prep
with the collegiate chapters and partic-
ipating in Stuff-A-Bus again after
Thanksgiving.

—Liz Van Dyke

Northeast Province
northeastprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap Bethany Chmil
kynepsatrap@gmail.com
Website:
kappapsinep.wixsite.com/kappapsi

Next meeting:
April 5–7, 29019, hosted by Zeta Nu,
Brooklyn, New York

College chapters:  Nu, Beta Epsilon,
Beta Omega, Gamma Lambda, Delta
Omicron, Delta Chi, Zeta Beta, Zeta
Zeta, Zeta Iota, Zeta Nu, Zeta Pi

Graduate chapters: Albany Graduate,
Boston Graduate, Central New York
Graduate, Connecticut Graduate,
Harrisburg Graduate, Maine Graduate,
New Jersey Graduate, New York
Graduate, Philadelphia Graduate,
Pocono Graduate, Providence Graduate 

� Nu
University of Connecticut
Founded 5/17/1928
nu@kappapsi.org

This is beginning to look like one of
the most ambitious semesters for Nu
chapter in recent years, as rush chairs
Jacob Salee and Kevin Kao have led
the most successful pledging process
that our chapter has seen in four
years. Brothers attended an alumni
event for the UConn School of
Pharmacy in early September and sold
specially designed ties, mugs, and pint
glasses. The alumni who attended
were extremely responsive and eager
to help support our chapter.
Nu chapter has been preparing for a

very busy year, planning many events,
including rush events, brother socials,
and philanthropic events. Some of
these include “Pie a Kappa Psi,” where

Beta Epsilon brothers enjoy the University of Rhode Island College of Pharmacy Picnic.

Beta Omega brothers gather together before a rush event. 



Beta Kappa Brothers rachel Young and Jaehee Cho present on the
cold and flu and various self-care options at the Healthy U Fair. 

Beta Xi brothers man the flu clinic.

Delta Zeta flu shot clinic at Pearson’s Education.

Kappa Psi

Delta Pi historian Hevron Hail Censon (left) gets his annual
flu shot from social chair Deirdra Frausto (right).

Delta Kappa chapter started
an initiative this year of
holding a flu shot clinic
within Howard University’s
College of Pharmacy. The
event, spearheaded by the
community service chair
Chantalley Turner, was a
success as brothers gave
more than 50 flu shots to
students within the college
itself. This was an amazing
turnout and more is 
expected to come as 
Delta Kappa plans to extend
the clinic to the undergrad-
uates of Howard University
in the upcoming weeks.
Great job Delta Kappa!



Delta Kappa brothers fight the flu at Howard University.

       

 FLU fighters.

Beta rho P4 Brother Dylan Ware gives 
Paul Finebaum his flu shot when SEC Nation came to Oxford in September.

Zeta Gamma and APhA-ASP team up with Walgreens to
provide flu shots at the Sulzbacher Homeless Shelter.
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We’ve made the most of our
Philadelphia setting this rush season
by watching a Phillies game and
spending a night at Dave & Buster’s.
Brothers have taken part in a 5K

organized by the Sickle Cell Disease
Association of America. We have also
helped feed the homeless population
through the Sunday Breakfast Rescue
Mission. Events planned for the
semester include using our alumni net-
work to present information on run-
ning and owning an independent phar-
macy, as many of our graduate broth-
ers are independent pharmacy owners.
We would like to take this opportu-

nity to recognize graduate Brother
Walter Maupay who has continually
supported Beta Omega and helped
raise more than $300,000 for the Dr.
John Minehart Memorial and Maupay
Family Scholarship Fund, which solely
supports Beta Omega brothers. We
cannot put into words how much this
effort means to us.

—Dylan Thomas

�	 Gamma Lambda
Northeastern University 
Founded 10/28/1958
gammalambda@kappapsi.org

At the beginning of the semester,
our brothers tabled at various school
events that Northeastern University
held, such as Fall Fest and RxPo, to
inform students about our Fraternity. 
We started our Rush Week with our

annual Tri-frat Panel: “Pharmacy
Fraternities on Campus,” along with
Phi Delta Chi and Lambda Kappa
Sigma. Each of the fraternities took
turns presenting their prepared
PowerPoints and videos. Once we fin-
ished the presentations, the attendees
were encouraged to go talk to brothers
and ask them any questions they had. 
Our first official rush event was

Pasta Night, featuring pasta made by a
few of our brothers. For the rest of
Rush Week, we had events such as
KapPAW Psi, Speed Dating, Chill and
Grill, and Exploring Boston. During
KapPAW Psi, we made dog toys with
the rushees for the anti-cruelty society.
At an alumni speaker event, alumnus
Gurpreet Sagoo spoke about his expe-
riences in Kappa Psi and in pharmacy
in general. He recently graduated and
is currently working at Dana Farber
Cancer Institute. Throughout his
speech, he emphasized how big of an
impact joining Kappa Psi had on his
social and professional life. Afterward,
we had a brief Q&A session and then
began our version of “speed dating,”
allowing each brother to have a one-
on-one conversation with each rushee.
The Exploring Boston event involved
brothers splitting up into small groups
with rushees and going into different

areas of Boston. Brothers offered
advice to rushees about getting more
involved in pharmacy and the impor-
tance of having connections. 
Outside of rush, brothers volun-

teered at the Hub on Wheels event,
where people sign up to bike around
Boston in order to raise money for
important causes. This year we helped
out with registration. In October, we’re
planning on working at a soup kitchen
called Community Kitchen. Our new
philanthropic cause for this year is
going to be “Reach Out & Read,” a
non-profit organization advocating for
the integration of literacy into chil-
dren’s pediatric care and daily lives. 

—Kaitlin Ma

� Delta Omicron
Wilkes University
Founded 11/7/1997
deltaomicron@kappapsi.org

Delta Omicron started off the year
extremely enthusiastic for the future.
After being ranked as the No. 4 chap-
ter and celebrating a successful first
golf tournament, we have high hopes
for what is next. Our GCD, Dr. Vick
Shah, placed in the top 10 for GCDs
internationally this summer. We had
several rush events in the first few
weeks of classes which led to us gain-
ing 26 pledges! We look forward to
getting to know the pledges and have
already had some exciting events.

Brothers have been very involved
on campus, hosting residency fairs,
having leadership roles in several
other clubs, becoming P1 mentors,
and participating in community ser-
vice. Most recently, brothers and
pledges got to volunteer at a local ani-
mal shelter called Blue Chip Farms.
They got to spend the day taking care
of some loveable cats, dogs, bunnies
and more! We have many more SD-
IPPE and service events to come, but
we are excited for our fall semester
and to welcome new brothers!

—Teagan Bigelow

(continued on page 32)

Gamma Lambda brothers participate in the Tri-frat Panel: “Pharmacy Fraternities on Campus

Delta Omicron brothers and pledges make blankets to be donated to St. Luke’s Children’s Hospital in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, at a rush event.
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Beta Eta had five brothers rank top in
their class and receive the Grand
Council Scholarship Key Award. (L–r):
Tori Zambito, Eric Kinney, Kelsi Hines,
Allison DeLancey, and rJ Jacobs with
GCD Gretchen Garofoli. 

A couple of days after their last exam, a group of 
Beta Omicron brothers hopped a 10-hour plane ride to
Ghana where they carried out a medical mission through
the Global Medical Brigades. The brothers participated
and helped to ensure Global Brigade’s annual 10-day
hypertension clinic was efficient and successful in both
its educational and screening services. Our brothers
were given the opportunity to triage, dispense, and
shadow different providers, such as optometrists and
medical doctors. When asked about their Global
Brigade experience, the brothers all said that overall, it
was an extremely valuable and humbling experience
and would definitely consider going again.

Beta Omicron brothers spend summer break 
on a medical mission to Accra, Ghana.

The difference you make.

the person you become.  
Beta Chi sends their seniors

off with much love 
and well wishes.

The memories
we make along 

the way.
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�� Delta Chi
University of New England
Founded 11/19/2011
deltachi@kappapsi.org

As the fall semester started up,
Delta Chi is off to a great start! We
kicked off the semester with an infor-
mal get-together at Higgins Beach on
Labor Day to hang out, get some pizza,
and just enjoy the amazing weather
before we are sucked into a Maine
winter. Due to the hard work of
regent, Cody Hutchins, we had a nice
collaborative field day with the College
of Dental Medicine, playing some
archery tag, and having an amazing
time! 
Our annual Apple Picking trip is

always a big hit! We are planning on
going to Thompson’s Orchard, where
brothers can pick apples and enjoy
each other’s company. Last year, we
started doing a Lip-Sync battle each
semester and had really good turnouts
for both events. We plan to repeat that
this year and donate the proceeds to
Reach Out & Read! It’s a fun way to
dress up, have fun, and just let off
some stress while also helping out a
deserving charity.

—Alexander Bresnee

�� Zeta Beta
Husson Univ. School of Pharmacy
Founded 2/1/2014
zetabeta@kappapsi.org

With the shocking discovery that
the incoming P1 class was only to con-
tain about 30 students (assessed from
our attendance at the annual
Organization Fair hosted during P1
orientation), we knew that recruitment
might be a challenge. The current P2s
have been a struggle to recruit as it
was, but we are in the process of
changing our recruitment methods.
For starters, we decided to try and
have more than one rush event per
month to keep our name on the radar
as well as personally hand out flyers to
students. At our first rush event at a
local bowling alley, we had a variety of
attendees and it seems like we are off
to a good start. 
During our officer retreat last sum-

mer, we came up with a lot of new
ideas for fundraising. We are currently
trying to think outside of the box when
it comes to raising money as bake
sales at our small school are just not
going to cut it. We plan to still contin-
ue our White Coat Fundraiser and
hope to offer that during both semes-
ters because it has been especially
popular. We want to try to get a deal
with the school to work concessions
on the night of sports events to get a
portion of the proceeds to further help
our chapter. 

�� Zeta iota
University of Saint Joseph School 
of Pharmacy 
Founded 3/7/2015
zetaiota@kappapsi.org
Zeta Iota began the fall 2018 semes-

ter by proudly participating for a fourth
year in a row in the Greater Hartford
Walk for the ALS Association. We
helped raise awareness and financial
support for those who are suffering
with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
Many studies all over the world are
funded by the ALS Association with
hopes of not only understanding the
underlying physiology of the disease,
but also developing effective treat-
ments and cures for this disease. 
Our chapter is led by our GCD, Dr.

Doreen Szollosi, who has taken the
place of the former GCD, Dr. Andrea
Leschak. Our chapter is lucky to have
Dr. Szollosi, and also our regent,
Jennifer Oscarson. Future events for
our chapter include a pumpkin deco-
rating contest where proceeds will be
donated to a charity of the winner’s
choice.  
Zeta Iota started the rush process

with an ice cream social and a getting
to know your brother event. The get-
ting to know our brother event allowed
potential pledges to get to know our
brothers and ask us why we chose
Kappa Psi. 

—Maegen Mason

�� Zeta Nu
The Arnold and Marie Schwartz
College of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences
Founded 6/27/2015
zetanu@kappapsi.org

Zeta Nu is entering its fifth year as a
chapter at LIU, and it’s a big year for
us. This April, we will be hosting our
first Northeast Province and couldn’t
be more excited! It’s something we
haven’t been able to stop talking about
this year. Zeta Nu has got a lot of
things planned and even more ideas
we hope to make a reality, although
we’ve still got a long way to go. 
During these past few months, the

chapter has been working tirelessly to
make Province the best it can be. Our
first vice regent, Amanda Delapena,
successfully hosted a fundraiser to
help raise some money for Province.
Her idea was to create a LIU
Pharmacy T-shirt to sell to students at
a discounted price. Amanda, along
with a few brothers, designed the
shirts and sold them throughout the
first few weeks of school. It was noth-
ing short of a success. Together, the
chapter was able to raise more than
$1,000! Next month, we will host our
annual “Pie-A-Psi” event! This event is
one of our favorites and it’s also our
messiest! 
Zeta Nu is also excited to welcome

our brand new Epsilon pledge class.

After an intense week of rushing, we
have finally carefully chosen 20 new
potential brothers. Our pledge educa-
tors, John Cerenzio and Steven
Houridis, definitely have a good group
of students on their hands and we can’t
wait to see what this new class brings
after they get initiated in November. 

—Michael Bautista

�� Zeta Pi
St. John’s University
Founded 5/14/2016
zetapi@kappapsi.org
Zeta Pi kicked off the semester with

a strong presence at our St. John’s
sponsored activities fair. The fair is
where students come together to learn
about all the different organizations
the university has to offer. More than
30 of our very own brothers stopped
by at some point during the fair to
offer support and show our strength.
They showed great enthusiasm when
talking to students walking by about
all the great events our chapter does
every semester. Students who stopped
by at our table came by during our
rush events in the fall. Our brothers’
strong words stuck with them
throughout the summer and into the
new school year. 
Our chapter also attended St. John’s

chapter of APhA-ASP’s Red Dress
Gala. Students, alumni, and faculty
were invited to a formal dinner for the

Delta Chi brothers enjoy playing some archery tag against the College of Dental Medicine at the University of New England.
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had this to say about the event! “Due
to the HUGE success of our spring
Province assembly Reach Out & Read
(ROR) philanthropy event, in which
our Province collected and donated a
total of 764 books to a local ROR chap-
ter, the Leadership and Professional
Development Committee has orga-
nized the fall 2018 Northern Plains
Province Reach Out & Read
Philanthropy Challenge! This semes-
ter-long event kicked off September 1
and will go through the end of fall
Province assembly in Omaha,
Nebraska. Chapters will earn points
by raising money (physical cash and
virtual book drives), donating physical
books and volunteering their time at
local ROR centers. To make it more
interesting, chapters will have the
opportunity to earn DOUBLE the
points each month by participating in
various monthly themes—EXCITING!
The chapter with the most points by
the end of event will be awarded the
PhilanTROPHY! I’m proud to say that
the Northern Plains Province has
worked together to make an impact at
a local and national level to advocate
and improve early childhood literacy!”
What a fun way to fundraise for Reach
Out & Read! 
This summer, every chapter had an

ambassador attend the Leadership
Symposium in Fort Worth, Texas. 

—Kelly Beneke

� Epsilon
University of Minnesota
Founded 4/30/1928
epsilon@kappapsi.org

The semester has gotten off to a
busy start with pledging and commit-
tee activities. Rush Week was very
successful; our pledge educators,
Karly LaHaye and Margaret Cheng,
worked hard to organize a coffee and
chill event, a tie dye event, and a pizza
& trivia night to welcome our new
classmates. We are very happy to
announce we have 23 pledges joining
the Fraternity this fall!
We have continued to staff the

Phillips Neighborhood Clinic dispens-
ing pharmacy Monday and Thursday
nights. The PNC is a student-run free
clinic that emphasizes interprofession-
al, team-based care in collaboration
with other health professional pro-
grams at the University of Minnesota.
We had several fundraisers including
white coat embroidery and selling
walking tacos last month and have
more planned this semester! We have
already started fundraising for our
CARE for Haiti team (a spring break
trip to Chabin, Haiti, to set up a free
clinic) with grocery store bagging and
will continue our efforts with a bake
sale in November. 
Our Social Committee has been

hard at work to provide ways for
brothers to bond. We visited the

purpose of raising money and aware-
ness for the American Heart
Association. Our Brother Matthew
Kahn participated in the talent show
and won the crowd with his amazing
dance moves. Our brothers, notably
Mehul, helped set up and serve the
Mexican and Italian food, working
hard to support heart health! We look
forward to collaborating with more
organizations on events this semester.

—Sierra L. Swaby

Providence Grad
Founded 6/25/1913
providencegrad@kappapsi.org
The brothers of Providence Grad

have been honored to continue their
contributions to the profession at the
Rhode Island Pharmacists Association
President’s Dinner at Quidnessett
Country Club. Brothers Kenny Correia
and John Grossomanides will serve as
president-elect and treasurer, respec-
tively. Brothers Dan Lefkowitz,
Christopher Federico, Patrick Kelly,
and Matthew Lacroix will serve as
members of the Council of Administra -
tion. Christopher Federico was hon-
ored to receive the RIPA Guido L.
Pettinicchio Pharmacist of the Year
award, while Richard Yacino received
the Lifetime Achievement Award. In
collegiate relations, Matthew Lacroix
has been named Grand Council
Deputy for Beta Epsilon. We thank
Michael Simeone for his years of ser-
vice and guidance while serving as our
connection between the two chapters.

—Thomas Bertha

Northern Plains
Province
northernplainsprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap: Scott Dingus  

Next meeting:
April 5–7, 2019, hosted by Beta Sigma 
in Fargo, North Dakota

College chapters:  Epsilon, Beta Nu,
Beta Sigma, Beta Chi, Beta Psi, Gamma
Epsilon, Gamma Kappa, Delta Zeta,
Delta Psi, Zeta Theta

Graduate chapters: Iowa Graduate,
Minnesota Graduate, Nebraska
Graduate, North Dakota Graduate,
South Dakota Graduate, Wisconsin
Graduate

The fall 2018 Province assembly will
be hosted November 9–11 by Beta Nu
in Omaha, Nebraska. The business
meeting and banquet will be held at
the Embassy Suites in downtown
Omaha’s Old Market District. Several
exciting events and opportunities will
be taking place at Province assembly.
Collegiate brothers will submit their
curricula vitae to grad brothers for
review and feedback. Also, pledges
who are attending will participate in a
pledge workshop, where they will
learn more about our Fraternity. 
Leading up to Province assembly,

NPP is having a friendly competition
to fundraise for Reach Out & Read.
Our Province chaplain, Kyle Lyons,

Providence Grad chaplain Dan
Lefkowitz announced the birth of Aria
Esther Lefkowitz on April 13, 2018,
and is already embracing the home-
town team.

Beta Nu Brothers (L–R) Lizette, Morganne, Charmaine, Collin, and Mariecarl spend their Sunday morning cleaning up
Gifford Park in Omaha as one of Beta Nu’s service projects. 
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Sever’s Fall Festival in Shakopee,
Minnesota, with our pledges in
September and look forward to visiting
ValleySCARE (a Halloween-themed
amusement park), an apple orchard,
and carving pumpkins in October!

—Krystal Heinen

�� Beta Nu
Creighton University
Founded 11/21/1914
betanu@kappapsi.org

Beta Nu kicked off the semester
with rush theme: “How I Met Your
Brother” and welcomed 25 pledges.
Our rush events started with a barbe-
cue at Lake Manawa near Council
Bluffs, Iowa. Our brothers got to meet
many interested P1s and bonded over
games and food. 
We followed with a Pasta bar event

and welcomed a couple Kappa Psi
graduates from Gamma Kappa who
are here in Omaha for residency! 
Beta Nu also got the ball rolling for

our philanthropy, Pinky from the
Poison Control Center. In September,
we started our monthly park cleanup
of Gifford Park in Omaha. 
Our chapter will be hosting this

fall’s Northern Plains Province
November 9–11, making this semester
for Beta Nu LEGENDARY.

�� Beta Sigma
North Dakota State University
Founded 4/25/1924
betasigma@kappapsi.org

This semester, our chapter focused
on Rush Week and getting ready for
our fourth annual Fries with the Kappa
Psis! During Rush Week, we had five
days of brotherhood events to recruit
new members, including an ice cream
social, trivia night, making blankets for
kids in need, go-karting and a grill out.
Our week was a success and we have

12 pledges looking forward to being
initiated. This semester, our Fries
event will be raising money for local
Reach Out & Read chapters. We are
also working with our newly reactivat-
ed North Dakota Grad chapter to have
a book drive along with our event!

—Taylor Thiets

�� Beta Chi
Drake University
Founded 5/3/1930
betachi@kappapsi.org

In April, Beta Chi was proud to
bring home the Philantrophy from the
NPP spring assembly by raising $195
and donating 229 books for Reach Out
& Read. Beta Chi also held an on-cam-
pus book drive and received 88 books
to donate to the Iowa Chapter of Reach
Out & Read. We held our Alumni
Relays Barbecue where several Beta
Chi graduate brothers come back to
Drake and enjoy a nice barbecue with
our chapter during the Drake Relays!

We held our annual Spring Banquet
in May where we give a final send-off
to our graduating brothers by enjoying
an evening of good food and memories
from over the years! Over the summer,
several of our brothers attended the
Iowa Graduate chapter meeting where
they got to connect with some gradu-
ate brothers as well as enjoy a nice
meal and some fun lake activities! 
This fall, we are looking forward to

several fun events including our
monthly Nite-Outs around Des Moines
and the Northern Plains fall Province
assembly. 

—Joshua Hart

�� Beta Psi
University of Wisconsin
Founded 12/6/1919
betapsi@kappapsi.org

We have been making strides within
the school to further improve our
image by teaming up with Phi Delta
Chi to host philanthropic events for

the community. Along with this, we
have brought back our “Katy’s Kids”
program thanks to Jin Seo and Abby
Weaver. They are organizing events to
dress up in a Kangaroo costume and
visit elementary schools in the area to
spread awareness of medication safety. 
We had the pleasure of having a

graduate brother from out of state visit
us and offer advice and fellowship. We
all look forward to seeing our fellow
NPP brothers in November at the
assembly for even more fellowship. 

—Stephen Gebbia II

�� Gamma Epsilon
University of Nebraska
Founded 3/20/1920
gammaepsilon@kappapsi.org

In September, the University of
Nebraska Medical Center and our
brothers came together to host the
Margre Durham Walk for the Animals,
which is one of the only run/walk
events that is dog-friendly in the

Beta Sigma Brothers Ben Ferguson and Zachary “Texas” Haider recruit new
brothers at the NDSU Involvement Expo.

With the help of a lot of hard work and collaboration, Beta Psi chapter is proud
to boast of the largest pledge class in five years. Welcome Class of 2018!

Delta Zeta brothers enjoy time together outside of the lecture halls at Wilson’s Apple Orchard.
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teered at the first Run for Hope 5K,
benefiting SafeNetRx, an organization
that provides low-cost medications to
patients in need. Translating our com-
pounding skills into baking skills, we
made 30 dozen cookies to support the
Domestic Violence Intervention
Program’s Cookies for Cops.

—Sherlie J. Llorens

�� Delta Psi
University of Minnesota-Duluth
Founded 7/10/2005
deltapsi@kappapsi.org

Our pledge events went off without
a hitch, including the annual laser tag
event, which always brings friendly
competition and excitement to our
chapter. Delta Psi had a successful
pledge season and we are thrilled to
welcome five new pledges this year.  

Along with initiation of our new
members, Delta Psi is also looking
forward to our annual beach cleanup
along Lake Superior. Last year, we
picked up more than 100 pounds of
trash, so hopefully we can beat that
this year! We are also starting to plan
out our volunteering and social events
for the year as well as our annual
interprofessional White Coat Ball
which we host in the spring semester. 

—Becca Flynn

�� Zeta Theta
Concordia University
Founded 1/31/2015  
zetatheta@kappapsi.org

Zeta Theta welcomed back colle-
giate brothers and initiates with some
fun activities! The theme for
September was Vitamin D dreamin’
where Kappa Psi brothers spent time
outside the pharmacy building eating
lunch, socializing, playing lawn
games, and taking in some well need-
ed cholecalciferol. We also have been
busy trying to brush up on our bowl-
ing skills as we celebrated birthdays
of brothers whose birthdays fell in the
summer and early fall. 

—Emily Gomez

iowa Grad
Founded 4/27/1968
iowagrad@kappapsi.org
Over the summer, we held our

chapter meeting in North Liberty,
Iowa, August 10–12. On Friday, we
enjoyed an evening meal out at Tin
Roost followed by games at Brother
Wiltfang’s home.
On Saturday morning, a few broth-

ers participated in a 5K race as part of
the Iowa Trail Run series. Our busi-
ness meeting was held at Brother
Wiltfang’s home with many brothers
from Beta Chi and Delta Zeta in atten-
dance. Brothers Wiltfang and
McDanel presented on medication
allergies, allergy testing, and how this
impacts patient treatment and care in
clinical settings. Following the meet-
ing, we enjoyed a barbecue potluck
and yard games. We then spent time
boating and relaxing at Lake
MacBride, followed by an evening out
at a local eatery and DQ dessert! On
Sunday morning, the group joined our
Delta Zeta brothers for a brunch buf-
fet at Cedar Ridge Winery. Over the
weekend, brothers collected books
and donations for Reach Out & Read
to be donated to University of Iowa
Hospitals and Clinics.
We’d like to thank all the Beta Chi

and Delta Zeta brothers who joined us
over the weekend. 

—Jennifer Cardines

Omaha metro area. This event helped
the Nebraska Humane Society raise
funds to rehabilitate and rehome pets.
Multiple activities included dog friend-
ly 5K, leisure one-mile walk, beer gar-
den, food trucks, adoption parade, res-
cue groups, photo booth, dog painting,
and a celebration of NHS alumni pets.
Our chapter oversaw two stations: the
barbecue tent and check in. We plan to
volunteer at the Food Bank for the
Heartland in October and November.
In December, we will be helping with
the Salvation Army toy distribution.
We plan to work with Adopt-a-Highway
at the beginning of next year so we can
clean up and help the environment out
by picking up garbage around the
Omaha area. Each of us has two hands
for a reason—one to help yourself and
the second hand to help others. 

�� Delta Zeta
University of Iowa
Founded 12/12/1968
deltazeta@kappapsi.org

The celebration of our 50th anniver-
sary as a chapter has gotten us moti-
vated to work hard toward the recruit-
ment of new members. Brothers got to
know potential new members with an
ice cream social, trivia and pizza night,
cookie decorating, and by playing yard
games and board games. As a result,
Delta Zeta was happy to welcome 28
pledges into the 2018 class!
Brothers have been practicing their

immunization techniques at several flu
shot clinics throughout Iowa City. We
also hosted mock interviews to help
future pharmacy students nail their
interview day. Several brothers volun-

(LEFT) Future Gamma Epsilon Brother Brady Caverzagie 
distributes wristbands to customers entering the Walk for the Animals while (RIGHT) Raj Selvaraj helps prepare a meal
for a customer; one hot dog, order up.

ABOVE: The cornfield is “Field of
Dreams” rendition at business meeting
of IA Grad, Delta Zeta, and Beta Chi.
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South Dakota Grad
Founded 4/19/2008
southdakotagrad@kappapsi.org
Our graduate brothers garnered a

number of awards this year, including
Gary Van Riper who was awarded the
Grand Council Deputy Outstanding
Achievement Award by Kappa Psi;
Dennis Hedge who was awarded the
Gary W. Karel Award by the South
Dakota Society of Health-System
Pharmacists; and Hugh Mack who was
awarded the Bowl of Hygeia Award by
the South Dakota Pharmacists
Association. We are so proud of them! 
This past spring, SD Grad partnered

with Gamma Kappa and successfully
hosted a professional meeting event
that primarily focused on assisting P3
and P4 brothers in their transition
from student pharmacist to pharmacist
in their personal lives. SD Grad looks
forward to facilitating both profession-
al and social events with Gamma
Kappa this fall and winter. Our fall
meeting is planned for mid-October in
order to review progress on fundrais-
ing for a new Gamma Kappa house
and to elect delegates for NPP
Province assembly in Omaha. If you
are interested in joining SD Grad, send
us an e-mail: kysdgrad@gmail.com.

—Haylee Brodersen

Wisconsin Grad
Founded 6/17/1949
wisconsingrad@kappapsi.org
WI Grad chaplain Abby Moore has

been busy setting up multiple social
events for both graduate and student
brothers. We had a great turnout for
the annual WI Grad Brewers game.
We also had other summer events in
both the Madison and Milwaukee
areas for brothers to get together. We
look forward to our upcoming events
including the alumni homecoming tail-
gate and our fall grad chapter meeting.  
Want to join us at WI Grad? E-mail:

wisconsingrad@kappapsi.org <or>
wikappapsi@gmail.com.

—Calli Plooster

Northwest Province
northwestprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap Justin Fernando
satrap.nwp@gmail.com
http://www.nwprovince.com/

Next Assembly:  
February 15–17, 2019, hosted by 
Delta Mu, Vancouver, British Columbia

College chapters:  Beta Omicron, Beta
Pi, Gamma Eta, Delta Mu, Epsilon Xi,
Epsilon Pi, Epsilon Chi, Zeta Omicron

Graduate chapters: Idaho Graduate,
Montana Graduate, Palouse Graduate,
Portland Graduate, Seattle Graduate,
Utah Graduate

The summer was productive for the
Northwest Province. Zeta Omicron
hosted a memorable summer Province
assembly in Salt Lake City for more
than 80 attendees. During the confer-
ence, brothers were able to network,
participate in professional develop-
ment activities, and explore the beauti-
ful scenery outside the city. They had
the opportunity to go on a group hike
at the Living Room Lookout Trail and
went tubing down the Weber River.

Brothers visiting from outside the
Province made the weekend even
more special. 
Philanthropic efforts spearheaded

by Chaplain Megan Echevarria
LaCrone have been extremely success-
ful. For example, chapters within the
Province raised $280 for the Reach
Out & Read organization. Chapters are
also competing in a two-month long
blood drive to see who can have the
most brothers donate. They are sub-
mitting photos of themselves getting
their blood drawn, and the winning
chapter will be recognized as “Most
Philanthropic Chapter of Fall 2018.” 
Utilizing social media emphasizes

the awesome things happening within
the Province. There is a chapter event
highlight posted each month to foster
innovative ideas and promote brother-
hood. Some examples include pump-
kin picking (Beta Omicron), ceramic
bowl Food Bank donations (Epsilon
Pi), suicide prevention support boxes
(Epsilon Chi), brother blind dates
(Beta Pi), and scenic hikes (Epsilon
Xi). There is also a monthly Province
officer spotlight for brothers to better
get to know the executive board.
Officers include their favorite picture,
adventure, and memory of Kappa Psi. 
Delta Mu will host the 2019 winter

assembly in Vancouver, British
Columbia, February 15–17. Come join
us for a weekend full of brotherhood
and professional development! 

� Beta Omicron
University of Washington
Founded 4/15/1916
betaomicron@kappapsi.org

As many individuals may know, the
University of Washington’s school
year ends relatively late compared to
our respective neighboring schools in
the Pacific Northwest. Despite the

anticipation of summer break, a group
of brothers from our chapter hopped a
plane to Ghana right after their last
final exam to carry out a medical mis-
sion through the Global Medical
Brigades. (see more on page 31). 
Although we were unable to send as

many brothers to Utah for summer
assembly as we did to Montana, the
ones who went still had a blast. “It was
really cool that I was able to see the
same brothers in Utah as I did in
Montana at winter Province,” said
Jessie Lu. Shortly after the summer
assembly, our new board members
went on their annual retreat to
Leavenworth, Washington, to discuss
this upcoming school year’s goals and
expectations. 
Our pledge educator (Gilbert Ko),

regent (David Huang), and vice regent
(Brilliana Hou) advertised Kappa Psi
at the annual Pharmer’s Market on
campus to help promote the number of
PY1s at the informational meeting. We
were pleased to invite our faculty advi-
sor, Dr. Jennifer Bacci, and graduate
brother, Dr. Leighton Mar, to speak at
the informational meeting about their
experience with Kappa Psi. The adver-
tisement at the Pharmer’s Market and
on Facebook was successful, as the
number of rushees at the information-
al meeting was significantly greater
than last year. Thankfully, there were
enough burgers and hot dogs to serve
both active brothers and rushees at
our barbecue social at Gasworks Park! 

—Winnie Yu

�� Beta Pi
Washington State University
Founded 4/18/1916
betapi@kappapsi.org

At the beginning of each academic
year, Beta Pi’s executive board holds a
seven-hour meeting to plan a busy

Several brothers enjoyed the annual WI Grad Milwaukee Brewers baseball game.
What a great social event for Zeta Theta, Beta Psi, and Wisconsin Grad brothers!

Northwest Province brothers complete the Living Room Lookout Trail.
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We have already held many rush
events to get to know the incoming
P1s who are interested in joining our
Brotherhood. The rush events include
our rush tailgate at our first home
football game and our annual rush
party. The rush party was Jersey-
themed and was a big hit with our
prospective brothers. We still have
the Kappa Psi Olympics and Ice
Cream Social rush events coming up. 
As in past, we are continuing our

favorite philanthropic event, Bingo, at
our local senior center. This event is
fulfilling for the residents as well as
our brothers, and we all walk away
with new stories and corny jokes. We
are always trying to increase our
involvement with Reach Out & Read,
and this year we will have a booth at
our annual APhA-ASP Health Fair
where we will collect books as well as
read to children while their parents
attend other booths, and talk to par-
ents about the importance of reading
to their children at home. We plan to
hold a Trick-or-Eat food drive for our
local homeless shelter in late October. 
Our brothers love to be social and

this year we are adding new social
events to our fall semester in order to
include brothers who cannot attend
our traditional events. We are fortu-
nate to be surrounded by mountains
here in Missoula so we can do group
hikes to take a break from studying
and get to know each other better
(until the snow falls, that is!). We are
planning a trip to the pumpkin patch
and corn maze and will hold a pump-
kin carving contest in October. 
We have been working on fundrais-

ing to help more of our brothers
attend Province events and hope to
have a great turnout at the Northwest
Province assembly in Vancouver this
February.  

If you are interested in what we are
up to, go to: umkappapsi.weebly.com
and follow us @KYGammaEta. 

—Emily Buckner and Delaney
Thompson

�
 Delta Mu
University of British Columbia
Founded 4/30/1988
deltamu@kappapsi.org

Greetings from Canada. Just before
summer started, Delta Mu held a bar-
becue for members with food, volley-
ball, and other fun activities. We remi-
nisced about the past school year, all
the exams, the new professors we
had, and all the great opportunities
that being in Kappa Psi brought us. 
Over the summer our regent,

Chelsea, and chaplain Kadaajah work-
ing diligently to sort out the specifics
with the planning of our upcoming
winter Province assembly that will be
hosted by our chapter in February. 
It wasn’t all work and rotations over

the summer—we ended it in the best
way by having a camping retreat in
Birch Bay, Washington, after the first
week of school. It was a great time for
members to reconnect after the sum-
mer in the great outdoors before
things got busy with classes.
Since school started, we’ve been

busy with rush events. We kicked
things off with a pancake breakfast
for students in the morning. We also
took donations for the Ronald
McDonald House and were quite suc-
cessful with great donations from stu-
dents as well as the faculty. The pan-
cakes were delicious and the event
was a great success. We followed up
with “Pie with Kappa Psi” where we
showed a presentation to interested
students discussing what Kappa Psi is
all about. We followed the presenta-
tion with delicious apple pie and blue-

semester for our brothers and
rushees. Chaplain, Cynthia Li, with
help from Conner Smith (social chair)
and Jagandeep Sandu (philanthropy
chair), has organized a variety of
events such as a Luau barbecue, a
scavenger hunt, Bingo, ice cream
social, skate night, help the hungry
sort, and save trees. Luau barbecue,
Beta Pi’ signature rush event, had one
of the biggest turnouts where brothers
and rushees enjoyed grilling and get-
ting to know each other. Vanessa Tuy
held a variety of fundraising events for
brothers; including Caruso’s Sandwich
Percentage night, taking professional
headshots, and providing swag such as
tie hoodies and rush tank tops. 

—Shaham Dowlatshahi

�� Gamma Eta
University of Montana
Founded 6/4/1920
gammaeta@kappapsi.org

We have stayed busy during the
summer by keeping in touch with our
P4 brothers who are out on rotations
and spending time with those who
have stayed in the area. A highlight of
the summer was sending our Brother
Sarah to attend the Kappa Psi
Leadership Symposium in Texas. She
had an amazing experience meeting
brothers within the Northwest
Province as well as chapters across the
country. Gamma Eta has not had a
brother attend this event in recent
years, so we are proud to have Sarah
represent us there. 

Brothers gathered at Manito Park in South Hill, Spokane for food and outdoor games with new incoming students and rushees for Beta Pi’s first rush event.

Epsilon Xi Brother Isabelle Wong representing Kappa Psi’s team during
Portland’s AIDS Walk event. Brothers and many others from the community
marched to raise money and awareness in the fight against HIV/AIDs.
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berry pie. The following week, we had
Trivia Night which was a great way to
get everyone together off campus.

�� Epsilon Xi
Pacific University-Oregon
Founded 2/5/2011
epsilonxi@kappapsi.org

We have been busy recruiting
prospective brothers this August. With
so many events, ranging from commu-
nity days such as AIDS Walk Portland
to professional ones such as the CV
and letter of intent seminar held by
our brothers, we hoped to convey the
virtues of Kappa Psi to any potential
brothers at our school. During the
AIDS Walk in Portland, brothers,
potential brothers, and the community
had the opportunity to make teams
and walk around Portland in order to
raise money and awareness in the fight
against HIV/AIDS. Additionally, we
held events to help the new students
have fun during their hectic first few
weeks, such as a joint barbecue with
Phi Delta Chi and our annual hike to
the top of Pittock Mansion in Portland.
Now that September is coming to an
end and our brothers have been
matched with their Littles, we hope for
continued involvement and bonding
with our potential brothers through
family events, socials, and community
service at the Portland Food Bank next
month before their initiation.

—Kenny Duong

�� Epsilon Pi
Idaho State University-Meridian
Founded 11/12/2011
epsilonpi@kappapsi.org

The air conditioning in our building
went out during Rush Week, making it
a little hot during our ice cream social

and Taco Tuesday event, yet there
were still people interested enough in
Kappa Psi to brave the heat. The Rush
Week philanthropic events also saw a
lot of attendance by potential pledges
demonstrating the third pillar of fel-
lowship. Chaplain Megan LaCrone,
wrapped up Rush Week with a barbe-
cue at her house that was nice and
relaxing after a week of school. After
Rush Week, we extended 15 pledge
bids to those interested in Kappa Psi. 
We also had brothers compete in

the ISHP skills competition and attend
the ISHP fall conference in Sun Valley,
Idaho. There our immediate past chap-
lain, James Berain, along with his com-
petition partner, placed first in the
skills competition. Epsilon Pi is also
looking forward to the upcoming
region 7 MRM which is being held in
Boise this year and seeing brothers
from other chapters in the region.
Treasurer Kimberly Westrick has

set up some fundraising events like
our annual business card fundraiser
and we look forward to fall social
events with Idaho Grad chapter and
our annual Kappa Psi Halloween party.

�� Epsilon Chi
University of Utah
Founded 10/6/2012
epsilonchi@kappapsi.org

Many brothers participated as run-
ners or volunteers in the annual APhA
Run for Your Life 5K and Community
Health Fair and as walkers at the
National Alliance on Mental Illness
Walk. We also had numerous brothers
attend our Graduation Ritual, including
a significant number of brothers from
Zeta Omicron.  
The summer months have kept our

chapter busy! One of the most exciting

events was the Northwest Province
summer assembly, which took place in
Salt Lake City, Utah, during July and
was hosted by Zeta Omicron. This was
Zeta Omicron’s first summer Province
assembly that they hosted. We were
treated to lively workshops, an infor-
mative CE presented by our own Dr.
David Sze, and fun socials such as hik-
ing and tubing down the Weber River.
Shout-out to Zeta Omicron for hosting
a great summer Province assembly.
Regent Jonny Sandoval kicked off

the new semester by presenting our
organization to the incoming first-year
students, and our smooth talkers gar-
nered a lot of interest at the student
organization tabling event. Our first
rush event was a food drive at our local
Smith’s grocery store, where we col-
lected an impressive 650 lbs. of food to
donate to our local Utah food bank.
Our second rush event was a barbecue
in Liberty Park, followed by a scav-
enger hunt around campus. We
wrapped up our final rush event with a
formal interview night, where potential
pledges were interviewed by brothers
and the pledge educators. 

—Kuang-yie Vo

� Zeta Omicron
Roseman University of Health
Sciences South Jordan
Founded 1/16/2016
zetaomicron@kappapsi.org
Zeta Omicron started off the semes-

ter with a great bowling social in Salt
Lake City. Brothers bonded over treats
and some good competition. Our first
fundraiser, the annual ‘Roseman
Roses’ fundraiser, was held before
classes started. Brothers attended the
White Coat Ceremony for the P1 Class
of 2021 and sold roses for family mem-

bers to give to the new pharmacy stu-
dents. It was a great opportunity to
meet the incoming P1 class and the
chapter made a $220 profit. 
Zeta Omicron had a successful rush,

bringing in 16 pledges! There were
many helpful rush events that allowed
actives to connect to potential pledges.
Some of the activities included an ice
cream social, barbecue, “Surviving
Pharmacy School” presentation,
“Study Power Hour,” and CV review.
The new pledges have great potential
and have already begun to bond
through the experiences. All the active
brothers are excited for them to start
their journey into the Brotherhood.
On September 16, we held a hiking

social event. Brothers carpooled up
Little Cottonwood Canyon to hike to
Cecret Lake. This trail was a short,
1.75-mile hike up to a secluded lake on
top of the mountain. It was a much
needed break from studying to enjoy
some beautiful views and get some
exercise.

—Rachel McCann

Palouse Grad
Founded 4/16/2016
palousegrad@kappapsi.org
Palouse Graduate had an overturn

of officers who are all excited to work
together to continue establishing our
young and growing chapter. With our
local collegiate chapter, Beta Pi, going
through rush and pledging, graduate
brothers try to be involved whenever
possible. We look forward to all of the
upcoming events in the next few
months and hope to continue to get to
know and guide the new potential
brothers. 

—Amanda Helmann

Epsilon Chi collected 650 lbs. of food for the local Utah food bank for their first rush event.
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�� Gamma Nu
University of the Pacific
Founded 9/17/1960
gammanu@kappapsi.org

On July 7, Gamma Nu held the
annual Luau. Luau is an enjoyable
event for both the collegiates and the
alumni. The brothers invited the
alumni to a relaxing event while
fundraising for the next year. Luau is
the biggest event for the chapter
every year and thanks to our dedicat-
ed alumni and collegiates, it proved to
be very successful.
In early September, we held our

very first Kappa Psi speaker event for
the incoming first-year pharmacy stu-
dents. Six Gamma Nu alumni talked
about the different fields of pharmacy
as a profession as well as the steps
they took to reach success in their

respective fields. The event had a
great turnout, with more than 100 stu-
dents in attendance. We hope to host
this event again next year.
The following night, we had our

first recruitment event, Bingo Night
with Kappa Psi. With more than 100
potentials in attendance, the brothers
had a great time meeting and getting
to know the incoming undergraduate
and graduate classes.

—Karina Nguyen

�� Gamma Upsilon
University of Arizona
Founded 3/20/1950
gammaupsilon@kappapsi.org

While most Gamma Upsilon broth-
ers took a nice summer break, Nina
Ameli, attended the Leadership
Symposium representing our chapter.
There she met brothers from many
Provinces and chapters and got to
attend workshops with guest speakers
who talked about what makes a good
leader, how to balance life, school,
work, and how to accomplish stress
management, and team building. 
Gamma Upsilon is busy gearing up

for the Pac West Province, which we
are hosting in November, so a lot of
fundraising and planning is taking
place within our e-board. We hosted a
bake sale for our fellow students to
raise funds for Province and have a
Chipotle percentage night lined up as
a fundraiser as well. On top of plan-
ning for Province, we are recruiting
our new pledge class by meeting
potential new members at our rush
event that took place on September 14
at Frog & Firkin. We currently have
30 pledges and our pledge educators,
Bryan Espinoza and Julianne Vice, are
teaching our pledges what makes
Kappa Psi so great! 
Secretary Sujin Kim, has revamped

the Gamma Upsilon Web site with
current events happening with the

Pacific West Province
pacificwestprovince@kappapsi.org
Satrap: Corey Colombino 
kypacwestsatrap@gmail.com
http://www.ky  pacwest.com/

Next meeting:
March 15–17, 2019, hosted by 
Epsilon Gamma, Santa Ana, California

College chapters:  Beta Gamma, Gamma
Nu, Gamma Upsilon, Delta Sigma, Delta
Tau, Delta Phi, Epsilon Gamma, Epsilon
Iota, Epsilon Psi, Zeta Sigma, Zeta Tau,
Zeta Chi

Graduate chapters: Arizona Graduate,
Hawaii Graduate, Los Angeles Graduate,
Nevada Graduate, Pacific Graduate,
Pomona Graduate, San Diego Graduate,
San Francisco Graduate

�� Beta Gamma
Univ. of California-San Francisco
Founded 9/23/1910
betagamma@kappapsi.org

Our first chapter meeting of the new
school year was a time to talk not only
logistics of what’s to come, but also a
time for brothers to reunite and recon-
nect. We finally met the incoming
class of pharmacy students at our
annual Bi-Fraternity welcome event
where brothers made delicious sweets
and desserts for all to enjoy. We are
eager to get to know all the new faces
at future rush events, including a trip
to a Giants game at AT&T Park. 
Summer came and went as quickly

as it always does, but the brothers are
looking forward to all the exciting
events to come in the fall! 

—Stephanie Son

Beta Gamma brothers take advantage of the rare sunny day in San Francisco with a photo op at the top of Twin Peaks.

Gamma Nu is thankful to their alumni for participating in the first Kappa Psi speaker event and for spreading knowledge on pharmacy as a profession.
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chapter, e-board information, and easy
access to sign up for Province. Check
out our new Web site at (https://
kygammaupsilon.wixsite.com/ptbyb
Gamma Upsilon has many more

social events gearing up this semester
including rooftop yoga, our annual
Corn Maze event, and all our
Big/Little events in October such as
Speed Dating and Reveal. Our semes-
ter is just getting started!

—Vivian Nguyen

�� Delta Sigma
Midwestern University-Glendale
Founded 9/9/2000
deltasigma@kappapsi.org

Over the summer, our brothers held
numerous rush events and spiked the
interests of many future pledges. Rush
events included a Tri-Fraternity
Barbecue and Feed My Starving
Children where food was packaged to
supply children in need. In addition,
third-year brothers finished their
didactics and are currently on APPEs.  
The beginning of the fall quarter

was welcomed by the amazing accom-
plishments of 10 brothers being
inducted into Rho Chi. We are
extremely proud of their hard work!
We are almost halfway through our
pledging season with 50 wonderful
pledges. Brothers have been working
with pledges to give back to the com-
munity. We have packaged food for St.
Mary’s Food Bank and have another
Feed My Starving Children event
planned. We have also held a fundrais-
er for Kappa Psi’s national philan-
thropy, Reach Out & Read.  

—Rita Bali

�� Delta Tau
Roseman Univ. of Health Sciences
Founded 1/10/2003
deltatau@kappapsi.org

Since the last issue of THE MASK,
our chapter began to prepare for the
coming year’s rush season. Our board
held a retreat in Las Vegas where
events and processes for the coming
year were planned out. Our chapter
participated in tabling during the P1
orientation week to show incoming
students what our pharmaceutical
Fraternity was about. Our chapter was
also involved in helping out with the
yearly White Coat Ceremony.
We kicked off rush season strong

with two events, the ice cream social
and the Kappa Psi/Phi Delta Chi joint
barbecue our first week of school.
Through these events, we were given
the opportunity to meet rushees and
show them our Kappa Psi culture.
Rushees were also given the opportu-
nity to meet some of Delta Tau’s P3
and grad brothers from previous
years.

In the month of September, we held
four more rush events including the
Sprinkles social at the Linq, Glowzone
social, volleyball potluck at Sunset
Park, and the Fremont/Container
Park social. Rush season was a suc-
cess and it ended with our traditional
speed networking event. We will soon
hold our Pinning Ceremony and begin
the pledging season in October.

—Jade Navato 

�� Delta Phi
University of California-San Diego
Founded 8/8/2003
deltaphi@kappapsi.org

Delta Phi board members kicked off
the summer with the annual weekend
retreat to Big Bear Lake with our
Grand Council Deputy, Linda Ngo.

Hiking through the woods and helping
each other to the top of boulders
strengthened our brotherly bonds.

Throughout the weekend, we planned
new rush events, fun socials, and dis-
cussed how to increase our philan-

A few Gamma Upsilon P3 brothers, Joel Yambert, Nina Ameli, Bradley Nash,
and Joanna Deng, enjoy meeting potential new members.

Delta Sigma had 10 brothers inducted into Rho Chi this year! 

Epsilon Gamma’s Sunny Park and Ashley Lam break down the MyPlate diagram for students at Arroyo Elementary School. 
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Every month, our brothers partici-
pate in the Let’s Move Outreach at dif-
ferent elementary schools in the
Pomona Unified School District. This
year, we kicked off the program at
Arroyo Elementary School with stu-
dents in third and fourth grade.
Through an interactive presentation,
we educated elementary school stu-
dents about the importance of vaccina-
tions, healthy diet, and regular exer-
cise. We engaged students in our pre-
sentation by asking them to draw out
their typical lunch or dinner on their
plates and share their drawings with
the class. We compared their draw-
ings and discussed as a class improve-
ments based on the suggested bal-
anced meal using the MyPlate nutri-
tion guide. The students love to share
their difficulties in choosing healthy
alternatives over their favorite snacks.
We also practiced light stretches with
the students to demonstrate the
importance of proper warm-up before
exercise and cooldown afterward.
Students enjoy leading their class in
their favorite stretches and comparing
their forms. Each month, we see the
growth in the students’ knowledge
about these topics. 

—Scott Lee

�� Epsilon Psi
University of Hawaii at Hilo
Founded 1/12/2013
epsilonpsi@kappapsi.org

This past July, third-year student
Johnson Tran attended the Kappa Psi
Leadership Symposium in Fort

Worth, Texas. He was given the
opportunity to network with other
Kappa Psi brothers from various phar-
macy schools throughout the nation.
He was able to bring back what he
learned from this symposium and
teach the rest of the brothers valuable
skills to become an effective leader.
Our brothers kicked off the new

school year by presenting on exercise
and healthy eating to more than 150
second grade students at Waiakea
Elementary School. The superhero-
themed presentation consisted of vari-
ous ways to eat healthy, stay active,
and even included a small Zumba
exercise. The brothers were enthusi-
astic to share this knowledge with the
students because, as health profes-
sionals, our ultimate goal is to perpet-
uate health awareness, especially to
future generations. 
Like most organizations around the

country, the fall semester is filled with
membership drives, recruitment
retreats, and various flyers detailing
their accomplishments and goals.
This September, we began our sixth
rush season! 
Our core events, Meet the Brothers

and Meet your Match, introduced
rushees to our Fraternity, our mission
at DKICP, as well as our many colle-
giate and graduate brothers. At
DKICP, our goal is to instill the values
of excellence and integrity as well as
to strengthen the bonds of brother-
hood and further the promotion of
high ideals and scholarship. 
A new event introduced this year

was Sugar Rush. This event was held
after our P1s’ first exam and was
meant to serve as a reprieve from
studying and classwork. With more
than 50 attendees, we held icebreaker
games, an interactive photo booth and
of course, an ice cream bar!
Throughout the evening, brothers
helped P1s and P2s with advice from
how to study the catalytic triad for bio-
chemistry to where they can find the
best dessert in Hilo.
Closing out our 2018 rush season is

our Chill & Grill at Coconut Island.
Volunteer brothers will be grilling and
leading team building and icebreaker
games for our rushees.

—Sean Domingo

�� Zeta Sigma
California Health Sciences Univ.
Founded 9/3/2016
zetasigma@kappapsi.org
Kicking off the fall semester, Zeta

Sigma brothers hosted several pre-
rush events! First up was the Ice
Cream Social held in our student
lounge, where students could grab a
sweet treat in between classes. Next,

thropic efforts. We ended the summer
with a relaxing beach barbecue with
our neighbors, Epsilon Gamma and
Zeta Tau. Our fellow brothers drove
down to San Diego to enjoy sunshine,
burgers, and competitive games of
Spikeball. We thoroughly enjoyed get-
ting to know our brothers from other
chapters and were so grateful they
made the trip to visit us. 
Before school started, brothers of

Kappa Psi were able to introduce our-
selves to the incoming class at the
campus organization fair. We dis-
cussed the friendships that are fos-
tered through the Fraternity and gar-

nered enthusiasm for the upcoming
rush events.

—Tori Kobata

�� Epsilon Gamma
Western Univ. of Health Sciences
Founded 7/28/2007
epsilongamma@kappapsi.org

Collegiate and alumni brothers of
Epsilon Gamma came together to par-
ticipate in the Light the Night Walk
2018 to raise funds and awareness to
battle blood cancers. Together, our
brothers were able to raise $2,064 for
the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.
(See more on page 5). 

Brothers of Delta Phi and Epsilon Gamma battle it out beachside in a competitive game of Spikeball. 

Epsilon Psi visited Waiakea Elementary School and educated students on exercise
and eating healthy. 

(continued on page 44)



Dallas Ft. Worth Grad brothers enjoy the lake social.

Zeta Tau brothers make memories at the Taco Tuesday get-together.

The memories you cherish.
These Beta Psi executives are back together after 48 years!



Beta Phi brothers ready to take on the annual canoe trip, 
only to get sent home due to thunderstorms.

ABOVE: Nevada Grad Brother Aira Canlapan 
and Jerome Liao enjoy some delicious ribs.

Dexter, Craig, and Kenneth of 
Beta Nu show the T-shirts for 
this year’s rush season, themed:
“How i Met Your Brother”!

The memories you cherish. Gamma Chi’s brothers bond at the summer party: (top row) Tim Borowiak, Brandon ramon, Caitlyn Filzek, Shanna
Keller, Brooke Bennett, Tawnie McGraw, and Brian Liptak; (bottom row) Ella (a friend of the Fraternity), Kara
VanderKallen, and Katie Czajkowski.

Psi Brothers Caylee Burnine (L) and Aaron Hamby
sing their hearts out at the chapter’s Make-A-Wish
Foundation annual Karaoke Night fundraiser on 
Beale Street.
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was the Hiking Trip to Mt. Ely! A total
of 18 hikers and 3 dogs made it to the
top of this beginner/intermediate hike.
After overcoming obstacles along the
trail, brothers reached the summit and
were rewarded with food, activities,
and a beautiful view of Shaver Lake.
Our final pre-rush event was Taco
Bout’ Kappa Psi night. We held a
potluck dinner with Mexican-inspired
cuisine and then hosted a panel-led
discussion about the Fraternity and
brothers shared personal stories about
the benefits of joining Kappa Psi.
Our philanthropy outreach included

the Hope Committee’s card design
event in support of Childhood Cancer
Awareness Month and the ‘Together
We CAN Fight Hunger Drive’ for
Fresno’s Bulldog Pantry. Brothers cre-
ated more than 30 hand-drawn cards to
give to the pediatric cancer patients at
Valley Children’s Hospital. The canned
food drive is an ongoing initiative and
we have a goal of providing groceries
to at least 100 underserved families. 

—Kathleen O’Connor

�� Zeta Tau
Chapman U. School of Pharmacy
Founded 1/6/2017
zetatau@kappapsi.org
To cool off from the California sum-

mer heat, our brothers hosted a very
successful ice cream fundraiser at the

Health Science Campus on July 3. We
sold a variety of popsicles and ice
cream to pharmacy, physical therapy,
and physician assistant students. The
money raised from the fundraiser went
to show support for our faculty at our
faculty appreciation breakfast. We

were very grateful for the faculty who
stopped by to enjoy some hot break-
fast and chat with us. We plan to con-
tinue this event annually to thank our
beloved faculty for the countless hours
they put in to ensure we receive the
highest quality education.

Zeta Sigma brothers pass out carnations at the Class of 2022’s White Coat Ceremony.

Super Hero Capes, aka Kappa Psi’s brand new Zeta Chi chapter!

Zeta Chi chapter of Phoenix, Arizona, is proud to share with you the journey to
their founding on May 12, 2018. Eight brothers started their pledge journey
under the guidance of pledge educators Dr. Patrick Hryshko and Dr. Gordana
Milosevic, along with their GCDs and University of Arizona faculty Dr. Caitlin
Cameron and Dr. Nick Ladziak.
The pledging and founding process started in January, over which time eight

pledge brothers navigated this new chapter of their lives as a “pharmily.” Many
days were spent learning about Kappa Psi, and each other. The first official event
held by the chapter was a Paint Night fundraiser in which some brothers demon-
strated the beauty of their artistry; other brothers, well, they had a great time.
Brothers from Delta Sigma supported this and many events. The pledges of Zeta
Chi found their group rhythm at Feed My Starving Children in March. That
evening, packing alongside other volunteers, they packed enough food to feed 41
children for an entire year. A few short weeks later, supported by brothers from
all over the country, the Zeta Chi chapter was founded at the University of
Arizona Phoenix Biomedical Campus.
The pledging process was not all fun and games, and as we came to have a

deep appreciation for the history and ideals of Kappa Psi, we became encouraged
to push forward on our journey to become brothers. There were some sobering
experiences, some tears, and in the end, our chapter wove together a brother-
hood ripe with memories. Experiences such as coordinating a group jump, learn-
ing the blissful taste of Shana’s metabolic syndrome inducing desserts, and being
moved by Aeryana’s blessing over the meals that were going out to the children

of Honduras at Feed My Starving Children are moments we will treasure always.
Getting to know one another on a deeper level meant forging connections both

as brothers and professionals. We all know we can always count on Shana to give
100 percent to pharmacy projects both within, and outside, of Kappa Psi. Kris bal-
ances the group helping us see each other’s point of view. If you think something
can’t be done, ask Saba—she will find a way. Count on Nina to always be the
voice of logic and reason, and Aeryana to raise the bar for all of us by handling
difficult situations with grace and class. Vy, our conscience, is always inclusive
and teaches us to consider others’ feelings. We can’t thank our regent, Chelsea,
enough for persevering in the founding of this chapter and gracing us with the
most entertaining game show hostess skills in the world of pharmacy. As for me,
I am privileged to have built a connection based on trust, respect and enough
friendship with my brothers that they would adorn themselves in Kappa Psi-
themed superhero capes.
Thank you to all of our pledge educators, Dr. Patrick Hryshko and Dr.

Gordana Milosevic, and GCDs, Dr. Caitlin Cameron and Dr. Nick Ladziak. We
would also like to thank Dr. Karnes in Tucson for his leadership in establishing
this chapter; our current dean at the UA Phoenix campus, Dr. Murphy; Grand
Historian Melissa Buchanan and Graduate Member-at-Large Chris Miller; AZ
Graduate members Dr. Aashish Sharma, Dr. Caitlyn Girvin, Dr. Jeremy Hillman,
Dr. Geoffrey Pesanka, Dr. Alexis Gaggini and Dr. Chuck Veltri; countless Delta
Sigma, Gamma Upsilon, and other brothers who traveled from throughout the
country.   —Alexis Spence 

�� Zeta Chi, University of Arizona-Phoenix, Founded 5/12/2018, zetachi@kappapsi.org

Warm welcome to Zeta Chi Chapter!
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award-winning ribs and barbecue
sauces from dozens of the nation’s
best barbecue competitors, then finish
off with some delicious desserts while
enjoying each other’s company.
Our Grad brothers showed our sup-

port for Delta Tau as we join our colle-
giate brothers at rush events and the
pinning ceremony to welcome poten-
tial brothers. We are also excited to
be launching a mentorship program
for the Delta Tau chapter. Our grad
brothers will be paired up with colle-
giate brothers to share personal expe-
riences, professional advice on career
opportunities, leadership roles, finan-
cial situations, and life in general.
There will be more details on this in
the future. 

—Christina Tran

Pacific Grad
Founded 12/15/1965
pacificgrad@kappapsi.org
Pacific Graduate chapter has kept

busy since our last update. In April,
we supported the Gamma Nu chapter
by helping to precept their Kappa Psi
Health Fair. The event provided free
blood pressure, blood glucose, choles-
terol, anemia, and anxiety screening.
In addition, patients were educated
about asthma/COPD, inhaler tech-
niques, medication use safety, consti-
pation and GERD. Graduate Brothers
Neel Prasad, Irwin Chow, Alan Phan,
David Chang, Chris Tsui, Andrew
Seong, and Derrick Egi served as pre-
ceptors.
In May, we hosted the graduating

brothers from the Gamma Nu chapter
to a welcome dinner. The dinner was
a chance for the 20 graduating broth-
ers to find out how to remain active in

the Fraternity once away from the
school campus, all while enjoying an
excellent meal at one of our favorite
local restaurants.
In July Pac Grad brothers attended

Gamma Nu chapter’s annual fundrais-
ing Luau. Dozens of graduate broth-
ers came together at our own Dr.
Floriddia’s house for an afternoon of
fellowship and relaxation as well as a
delicious barbecue hosted by the
Gamma Nu chapter. 
In September, Pacific Grad hosted

the Gamma Nu executive board at the
Stockton Golf and Country Club for
our annual retreat. Pacific Grad e-
board members were present to dis-
cuss plans for the upcoming year, set
the budget, and enjoy a day of fellow-
ship and getting to know the new
Gamma Nu executive board. 

—Matt Serna

Pomona Grad
Founded 6/19/2010
pomonagrad@kappapsi.org
Since our last update, we have com-

bined our passion for giving back to
both the community and the
Fraternity by holding a fundraiser at
Blaze Pizza, where we were joined by
brothers from Epsilon Gamma, Beta
Omicron, and San Diego Graduate to
raise money for Reach Out & Read.
Pomona Graduate also hosted a Paint
Nite, allowing us to express our cre-
ativity to support the Kappa Psi
Foundation.
Embracing fellowship, Pomona

Graduate brought a little friendly com-
petition to the bowling alley where we
hosted a tournament for our graduate
and collegiate brothers. After a couple
exciting rounds and close frames,

In August, Zeta Tau brothers part-
nered up with the Orange County Fair
Clothing Drive to donate to Goodwill
OC. We were able to collect more than
100 articles of clothing for those in
need. After turning in the clothes,
brothers enjoyed the food, games, and
time together at the fair.
Zeta Tau started off the school year

off with a Taco Tuesday social at
Avila’s El Ranchito. It was a great way
for all the P2 and P3 brothers to relax
and share their experiences on APPE
rotations. 

—Kellie Amano

Arizona Grad
Founded 3/20/1953
arizonagrad@kappapsi.org
This summer, we nearly doubled in

membership thanks to the graduate
referral process!
We elected and installed new offi-

cers and celebrated with a potluck
complete with delicious homemade
buffalo chicken dip and crockpot jelly
meatballs. We had the honor of help-
ing charter, pledge, and initiate the
brothers of Zeta Chi and continue to
support Delta Sigma and Gamma
Upsilon when called upon. 
Many of us attended the Arizona

Pharmacy Association’s annual confer-
ence and witnessed Brother Hryshko
take an oath to serve on the board of
directors for another year. 

Since then, we have reconvened for
team building activities via escape
room and numerous foodie outings. 
Most recently, we provided aid to

homeless youths in Phoenix by collect-
ing more than 450 packs of baby wipes
(a means for them to “shower”)! We
look forward to the many opportunities
to serve this community.

—Patrick Hryshko

Los Angeles Grad
Founded 3/1/1927
losangelesgrad@kappapsi.org
Several Los Angeles Graduate

brothers celebrated together at a class-
mate’s wedding. A small group of us
also participated at the Special
Olympic Plane Pull as part of our phil-
anthropic efforts. 

—Sandra Chiang

Nevada Grad
Founded 10/22/2016
nevadagrad@kappapsi.org
Nevada Grad has held two major

events since the last MASK. In Vegas,
our collegiate brothers and faculty
“spared” some time from their busy
summer schedules to hit the bowling
lanes. Up north, brothers from Elko,
Winnemucca, Vegas, and Sacramento
gathered in Reno for the the annual
Best in the West Rib cook-off.
Brothers got to indulge in several

A little rain didn’t stop these brothers from handing out baby wipes to homeless
youths of Phoenix. (L–R): Goga Milosevic, Dieu Chau, and Patrick Hryshko.

LA Grad Brothers David Nhan, his wife Nikki and son Oliver; AnhDao and Doug
Chang, Jennifer and Duc Mai, and friend at the Special Olympic’s Plane Pull.

Warm welcome to Zeta Chi Chapter!
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William Lu proved that bowling is
right up his alley by taking home the
prize!
We always enjoy supporting Epsilon

Gamma and together we hit the beach-
es of Santa Monica to participate in
Life Rolls On, an organization that
helps people affected by spinal cord
injuries to surf. Being able to take part
in such an inspiring cause is an honor
and we look forward to volunteering
again next year. We also joined �� to
walk in the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society’s Light the Night. Here, we
joined the thousands of people who
came to spread awareness of blood
cancers and help raise money toward
finding cures and treating patients. 

—Lauren Okine

San Diego Grad
Founded 6/25/2011
sandiegograd@kappapsi.org
Since our last MASK article, San

Diego Grad has hosted three social
events, supported Delta Phi’s hosting
of Pac West Province assembly, and
awarded our annual scholarship at
Delta Phi’s Graduation Banquet. With
a new year of residency, we have been
able to welcome several new brothers
to San Diego and look forward to help-
ing them transition to living in
America’s finest city. We look forward
to the new school year and new pledg-
ing season with Delta Phi.

—Corey Edwards

San Francisco Grad
Founded 6/30/1914
sanfranciscograd@kappapsi.org
San Francisco Grad started off the

fall with our annual info session at BJ’s
to recruit new graduates into the chap-
ter and plan out events for the upcom-
ing year. Our chapter also bonded with
Beta Gamma brothers during the last
San Francisco Giants game of the year
at AT&T Park. We are currently plan-
ning out our annual mentorship pro-
gram for the Beta Gamma P2s and P3s
and look forward to seeing many
brothers at the Pac West fall Province
assembly 2018 in Tucson, Arizona.

—Nick Au

Southeast Province
southeastprovince@kappapsi.org
Satrap: Cesar Redaja
seprovince.satrap@gmail.com

Next meeting:
February 22–24, 2019, hosted by 
Delta Upsilon, West Palm Beach, Florida

College chapters:  Iota, Gamma Sigma,
Delta Iota, Delta Rho, Delta Upsilon,
Delta Omega, Epsilon Eta, Epsilon Mu,
Zeta Gamma, Zeta Delta, Zeta Phi

Graduate chapters: Charleston
Graduate, Gainesville Graduate,
Jacksonville Graduate, North Florida
Graduate, Orlando Graduate, Savannah
Graduate, SE Florida/Bahamas
Graduate, Tampa Graduate

Kappa Psi Southeast Province met
in Orlando, Florida, September 14–16
to enjoy a biannual assembly meeting
hosted by Epsilon Mu. This assembly
was nothing short of amazing! This
year, the Executive Committee mixed
things up by starting with an ice break-
er and incorporating interactive profes-
sional development workshops. Delta
Omega’s regent, Cole Fragapane,
attended “Finding your Zen” facilitated
by Dr. Harry Marcelin and Dr. Leah
Marcelin. Cole highlights what he has
gained from this session: “I learned
you make time for what you prioritize
in your life. It is important that if you
want to stay involved and make time to
attend events, that you make Kappa
Psi a priority and you will find a way to
have free time to dedicate to the
Fraternity.” 
That evening, brothers gathered to

celebrate high ideals, industry, fellow-

ship, and sobriety that our chapters
uphold. A special thank-you to Epsilon
Mu for hosting a phenomenal assem-
bly that we will remember for years to
come! SEP will meet again in West
Palm Beach, Florida, where Delta
Upsilon will have the opportunity to
host the next assembly. 

� iota
Medical Univ. of South Carolina
Founded 11/29/1927
iota@kappapsi.org

Iota chapter has been keeping busy.
We did a Bee Street cleanup where we
cleaned about a mile stretch of road
next to our campus. A group of
pledges and brothers showed up and it
was a great way to get to know our
nine new incoming pledges. We also
brought them out to dinner with facul-
ty and graduate brothers as a way to
connect everyone. In addition, we had
a small fundraiser where we sold
boiled peanuts to help raise funds for
our chapter.

—Bryan Brittain

�� Gamma Sigma
University of Florida
Founded 4/28/1949
gammasigma@kappapsi.org

Gamma Sigma has had a great start
to the 2018–2019 school year. We
already made a mark in our chapter
history, as we were given the High
Ideals Award at the Southeast
Province assembly. The High Ideals
Award represents leadership, philan-
thropy, and service and our chapter
exemplifies this pillar because of our
involvement in the community, our
commitment to taking on new leader-

Brothers of Pomona Graduate and Seattle Graduate compete in a friendly bowl-
ing tournament.

Pac West brothers gather to take a photo on the last day of the Pac West retreat in
Lake Tahoe, Nevada.

San Francisco Grad brothers bond
over the last SF Giants game of the
year against the LA Dodgers.
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next semester; however, planning has
already begun. Dance Marathon at
the University of Florida is the most
successful student-run philanthropy in
the Southeastern USA and just cele-
brated its 24th year. This year, DM at
UF raised a historic $3 million for the
Children’s Miracle Network. We plan
to have several brothers there for the
next one. Our annual Charity Golf
Tournament also raises money for the
Children’s Miracle Network, a non-
profit organization that raises funds
for children’s hospitals, medical
research, and community awareness
of children’s health issues. 
We have an alumni weekend

planned for our upcoming home game
and we plan to use this event as a
great opportunity for the new pledge
class to get to know our alumni. We

are also planning our annual
Halloween Social for our pharmacy
school, which is always a success. 

—Tatyana Severe

�� Delta rho
Nova Southeastern University
Founded 11/14/1998
deltarho@kappapsi.org

Rushing is always an exciting time.
The events we put together this year
were our traditional Tex-Mex Night,
Trivia Night, a philanthropic beach
cleanup, our famous Round Table,
roller skating, and Game Night.
Throughout all of our rush events,
quantity was something we worked
toward; however, quality was our
main focus. The future of our chapter
depends on the quality of our incom-
ing brothers. Fortunately, all of the
events were very successful and we
were able to gain 21 quality pledges. 

�� Delta Upsilon
Palm Beach Atlantic University
Founded 5/3/2003
deltaupsilon@kappapsi.org

We have focused on reaching out to
our community. We started this
semester helping out Nelson’s
Outreach Ministries by moving vari-
ous items of furniture, sheets and mat-
tresses. We even had the help of our
potential new members at this event! 
A few days after that, we promoted

fellowship at a Beach Barbecue dur-
ing recruitment. We had lots of poten-
tial new members, collegiate brothers
and graduate brothers attend this
event. This was a true bonding experi-
ence. We also tried a new tactic for
recruitment by coming together and
graying out the tank at the Lloyd L.
Gregory School of Pharmacy.
Also, just a few days after that, we

went to the Yard House to spend
some quality time with each other and
discuss how we feel about the direc-
tion of our chapter. With just a couple

ship roles, and for engaging in philan-
thropic events. This award was espe-
cially meaningful to our chapter
because it was the first award that our
chapter has ever received at an SEP
assembly. 
In other news, we recently inducted

an amazing new pledge class. As part
of the Professional Development
Committee, our chapter thought it
would be a great idea to make a pre-
sentation titled “Future Role Models”
for the pledges. The goal was to pro-
vide a glimpse of Gamma Sigma’s
brothers’ involvement in UF College of
Pharmacy to inspire them to become
involved—whether on campus or in
the community. The presentation had
pictures of Gamma Sigma brothers
along with some of their current or
past positions and involvement.

Ideally, the presentation would serve
as a tool for the pledges to assist them
in pursuing leadership roles. 
Our chapter plans to meet with Zeta

Gamma and Epsilon Mu brothers after
our UF Career Day in Gainesville.
Since all three chapters will be present
at the event, we thought it would be
nice for us all to mingle and bond after-
ward. Our community service contin-
ues to be a staple in our chapter as we
had five road cleanups throughout the
summer, with another one coming up.
We also had brothers volunteer at the
Haile Plantation Golf Tournament. Our
chapter plans to volunteer again at
Lincoln Middle School in our commu-
nity. Two of the major philanthropic
events that we take part in are Dance
Marathon and our annual Charity Golf
Tournament. Both events take place

Southeast Province Executive Committee is ready and in action for future endeavors.

Gamma Sigma brothers after being awarded the High Ideals Award at Southeast Province assembly.

Delta Omega Brothers Kayla Scheps
and Cindy Obi. 
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of weeks to follow, we had our chapter
attend this year’s fall SEP assembly.
We had a great time at the conference,
the social events and the wonderful
Disney park day to follow. Our chapter
also had the pleasure to announce the
next assembly is going to be on our
campus! 
To conclude our fall semester, we

participated in this year’s Outrun
Hunger 5K for Feeding South Florida. 

�� Delta Omega
South University-Savannah
Founded 12/10/2005
deltaomega@kappapsi.org

Delta Omega began the quarter in
full throttle this fall with Rush Week,
the fifth annual T.E.A.L. Walk®, and
our annual Low Country Boil. We were
able to utilize brotherhood as a key
ingredient to accomplish our goals.
We enjoyed a weekend in Orlando for
this year’s fall assembly. The itinerary
provided for fun and reinforced our
four pillars.  
Rush Week included an information-

al meeting that provided a brief
overview of who we are and the many
opportunities Kappa Psi has to offer.

Next, bowling allowed for us to inter-
act with prospective pledges on a
social, yet professional level. Flash
rounds this year was a hit, and we
were able to interview 15 attendees to
identify individuals who demonstrate
characteristics required to become a
brother. To end the week, we relaxed
with cornhole and a cookout. 
Our chapter joins forces with the

T.E.A.L. Walk Foundation annually to
raise awareness of the signs, symp-
toms, and risk factors of ovarian can-
cer. This event honored survivors,
while raising funds for future research.
In fact, this year, more than $20,000
was raised! Mandy Irvin, affected by
ovarian cancer through a family mem-
ber, initiated the Savannah, Georgia,
walk in 2014. This has been an event
that truly touches many individuals.

�� Epsilon Eta
LECOM-Bradenton
Founded 3/28/2009
epsiloneta@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Eta is busy preparing for the
recruitment week. We tabled during
the Student Orientation, participated in
the student panel, and attended the

new student picnic to meet incoming
pharmacy students. After crossing 22
brothers in the spring, we are excited
to expand the presence of Kappa Psi
even more at LECOM. 
Our chapter partnered with

Raymond James and volunteered with
Zeta Delta chapter brothers at the USF
vs. Elon game. We managed the con-
cession stand, providing food and bev-
erages to the rowdy USF and Elon
fans. Brothers will continue volunteer-
ing throughout the fall semester. The
chapter is also conducting a food drive
for the Manatee County food bank.

�
 Epsilon Mu
University of Florida-Orlando
Founded 11/12/2010
epsilonmu@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Mu brothers had a tremen-
dously productive weekend during our
annual chapter retreat held at a spa-
cious getaway in Kissimmee, Florida.
Committee chairs and members, as
well as the executive officers, attended
to discuss and establish our plans and

goals for the upcoming year. We also
participated in team-building exercises
and held professional workshops. 
Soon after, we hosted the Southeast

Province fall assembly. We had a
splendid time meeting and catching up
with brothers from all across the
Province. We are very proud to have
our chapter rewarded as the No. 5
Best Collegiate Chapter. This marks
our sixth consecutive year ranking in
the Top 10! Additionally, we received
the Industry, Sobriety, Fellowship and
Chapter of the Year awards! It has
been an amazing year for us. 
The new academic year got off to a

spectacular start with our annual
Welcome Back Field Day event. It was
refreshing to see old and new faces.
Students, family and friends gathered
for a fun time and a good cause as pro-
ceeds were collected and donated to
the Florida Pharmacist Political
Committee. Last April, we held a kick-
ball event to raise money for the
Devereux Threshold Center for
Autism. The center’s campus offers a

Kappa Psi Epsilon Mu and Kappa Epsilon Beta Beta work together to host the annual Autism Awareness Kickball Tournament to raise money and collect art supplies
to donate to the Devereux Threshold Center for Autism in Orlando, Florida.

Delta Upsilon Brothers Ricky Johnson, Adrian Morera, Pedro Ortiz, Megan
Stanton, Cristi Utset, Justin Wagner, and Jemelia Scott enjoy a brotherhood social. 

This is a group photo of everyone who came out to help Delta Rho clean up Fort
Lauderdale Beach for the philanthropic rush event.
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the SEP fall assembly in Orlando. Zeta
Gamma won the Best Chapter Report
award and tied for the Sobriety award! 
We collaborated with our campus

APhA-ASP’s Operation Immunization
to host a flu shot clinic at the

Sulzbacher Homeless Shelter.
Patients were given an immunization
voucher, courtesy of Walgreens.
Students, under the guidance of
Brother Dr. Joe Koren, administered
flu shots to residents and staff. 

safe and home-like environment for
many adolescents and children facing
behavioral disabilities. It was truly
inspiring to visit and contribute to the
center. 
This year, rush was jam-packed with

events including an information ses-
sion, Drive Shack social, volunteering
at Ronald McDonald House, and
Industry Night. 

—Winny Wong

�� Zeta Gamma
University of Florida-Jacksonville
Founded 2/8/2014
zetagamma@kappapsi.org

We kicked off rush with an interna-
tional food festival, where brothers
brought food from their ethnic back-
grounds for rushees to enjoy. Next, we
invited rushees to dinner with a panel
of graduate brothers who shared their
experiences in Kappa Psi and how it
impacted their personal and profes-
sional lives. Rush ended at the trampo-

line arena Rebounderz, where we dis-
played our fellowship to the rushees.
Thank you to Delta Omega brothers
who joined us us at Rebounderz! 
We had an “out-of-this-world” expe-

rience reconnecting with brothers at

Delta Omega brothers enjoy breakfast at fall assembly prior to the start of the
meeting.

Delta Upsilon Brother Ricky Johnson and pledge Jose Cruz Jusino discuss plans
on how to distribute medals and water. 

Epsilon Eta’s vice regent Genesis
Carrillo serves pretzels to fans at the
USF vs. Elon football game.

Zeta Phi brothers and rushees volunteer at Broward Health Center.

Welcome Zeta Phi Chapter!

�� Zeta Phi, Larkin University, Founded 4/7/2018, zetaphi@kappapsi.org

The Zeta Phi chapter of Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity, Inc. was initiated on April 7, 2018, with 31 brothers. We
thank the Southeast Province and chapters for their support in this process. Zeta Phi delved head first into the pledging
process to prepare for our Beta Class. Our rush events included an informational session, a philanthropy event at the
Broward Outreach Center, a joint pizza social with a local Phi Delta Chi chapter, and a social at the beach. We are now in
the middle of the pledging process, where the first event is a pizza fundraiser to support the chapter. The brothers are
helping the Beta Class learn about the Fraternity, our values and ideals, and fostering brotherhood. 
In regard to the state of our chapter, we kicked off the summer by launching our Web site, Instagram, and Facebook

pages. The e-board enjoyed a full day on the water at our retreat with our GCD and dean. Our first fundraiser, Taco
Tuesday, was a major success and a fun event to plan and execute. Our scholarship chair is continuously providing tutor-
ing for P2 brothers to ensure our academic success. Philanthropy is an integral part of our chapter and we have intro-
duced several diverse events. We held a back-to-school drive accepting donations to support local students. We spent
time with residents at the Broward Outreach Center for a fun day of games and activities. We are currently accepting
donations for “Make the Homeless Smile,” a local organization which provides food and support to the homeless in the
area. Some of our brothers attended the Southeast Province assembly in Orlando and attended sessions that will no
doubt make them stronger brothers who know how to appropriately network and exemplify time management.



Savannah Grad
Founded 6/18/2011
savannahgrad@kappapsi.org
The brothers of Savannah Grad are

saddened to report the passing of Lars
Hershberger. Brother Lars entered
into the Grand Agora on August 2,
2018, after a brief, but hard-fought bat-
tle with cancer. Brother Lars was an
initiate of the Delta Omega chapter
and graduated from South University
in 2014. His memory is one that will
never fade from our minds and we
know he will be waiting for us on the
other side when we all enter the Grand
Agora one day. Until then, we wish his
family and those brothers closest to
him peace and comfort in that fact. 
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�� Zeta Delta
University of South Florida
Founded 3/15/2014
zetadelta@kappapsi.org

We started the fall semester off with
our rush events beginning at the USF
Organization Showcase. Our brothers
were able to gather the interest of
incoming first-year pharmacy students
and inform them about what Kappa Psi
is and what a fraternity means to us.
This was followed by a successful
Rush Week. Our first philanthropy for
the semester was Reach Out & Read,
where we brought donated books in to
read to children at local medical cen-
ters while they waited for their doctor
appointments. We also had four broth-
ers inducted into Phi Lambda Sigma:
Jay Patel, Arun Abraham, Chan
Truong, and Jean Gaibort. 

Jacksonville Grad
Founded 2/6/2016
jacksonvillegrad@kappapsi.org
Fall is one of our favorite seasons

for Jax Grad, as we get to welcome our
newly graduated pharmacist brothers
into the chapter! It is also the time
when we get to mentor Zeta Gamma
through the pledging process so that
the love we have for Kappa Psi lives on
to produce high-caliber pharmacists
guided by the Four Pillars. 
We had our first meeting of the sea-

son at V Pizza where we inducted our
new officers. It was an out-of-this-world
experience at Epsilon Mu’s fall 2018
assembly in Orlando! We loved catch-
ing up with our brothers and thank
Epsilon Mu for all their hard work in
creating a most memorable weekend. 
It was our pleasure to celebrate the

wedding between two amazing
Brothers—Zachary and Shannon
Usztok!

—William Bledsoe

Orlando Grad
Founded 1/7/2012
orlandograd@kappapsi.org
This summer, it was announced that

Orlando Grad was ranked the number
one grad chapter of Kappa Psi
Pharmaceutical Fraternity! Recently,
we were able to co-host the Province
assembly along with the brothers of
Epsilon Mu to provide a wonderful
experience to the brothers of the
Southeast Province. After the assem-
bly, we met up for some wonderful fel-
lowship time with brothers from
Tampa Grad and Graduate Member-at-
Large Chris Miller and his wife Trisha
Miller at the happiest place on earth,
Disney’s Epcot. 

Tampa Grad
Founded 11/18/2006
tampagrad@kappapsi.org
The brothers of Tampa Grad have

had an eventful past few months. We
elected a new Executive Committee
back in April and have held and
planned many great events for the
year. In May, we held our first meeting
to socialize and celebrate the
Fraternity’s 139th birthday. June
through August were filled with
Disney trips, a soccer game, and
escape room fun. We were excited to
all reunite in Orlando for the Southeast
Province fall assembly meeting and
showcase our new hashtag #TG-rated.
Also, we had an after assembly social
with brothers from other grad chap-
ters, Pittsburgh and Orlando, at
Disney World. We are looking forward
to the next few months with even more
socials and philanthropic adventures! 

Photo Pass: Brothers from Pittsburgh Grad, Tampa Grad, Orlando Grad and
Zeta Delta meet to spend a day in Walt Disney World. Pictured: Chris Miller,
Tien Nguyen, Michael Carulli, Trisha Miller, Emily Peabody, Daryl Balluff,
Maggie Vricos, Cesar Redaja, Jr., LaNae Calloway, Zach Usztok, Nikki Silva,
and Shannon Blizzard.  

Orlando Grad participated in one of
the rush events hosted by Epsilon Mu.
The brothers were able to discuss some
of the different professions of pharmacy
with the P1 class.

Savannah Grad Brothers Shane
Bentley and Lars Hershberger doing
one of their favorite things—singing
karaoke.

Zeta Gamma’s Epsilon Class enjoys the day at the SEP fall assembly. (L–R): Jake Chulla, Murad Cofer, Ranze Nazareno,
Parminder Kaur, Ryan Brantley, and Kevin Galicia.
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week. We have plenty more socials to
come in the future and we are really
excited to get to know our pledges. 

—Julia Ye

�� Gamma rho
University of New Mexico
Founded 2/16/1948
gammarho@kappapsi.org
Gamma Rho started its year off with

a bang, gaining 33 pledges during
rush! We’re excited for this year’s
pledging process and initiation. As
another semester begins, our chapter
has started to focus its efforts on
strengthening our chapter. In
September, our brothers and pledges
participated in the annual ALS Walk in

memory of faculty Brother Debra
McKenzie’s mother. Walking with Dr.
McKenzie each year has become a
tradition for us because it’s a cause
that she holds close to her heart. In
the past month, our chapter helped
the New Mexico Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation (JDRF)
fundraise $12,000 at an event called
Rock the Cure. Proceeds are going to
funding type 1 diabetes research.
Other plans for community outreach
include our Reach Out & Read pro-
ject, which will involve volunteering
and donating new books to UNM
Children’s Hospital. Currently, our
executive team is planning fall
Province 2019 (SOS). We’re excited to
host our Kappa Psi brothers next fall
and hopefully you will get a chance to
see why New Mexico is the Land of
Enchantment. —Sean Lujan 

�� Delta Beta
Southwestern Oklahoma State U.
Founded 3/13/1963
deltabeta@kappapsi.org

In late August, Delta Beta had the
pleasure of spending the evening with
the Gamma Omicron chapter from
the University of Oklahoma. Meeting
brothers from other chapters always
opens up a unique window of fellow-
ship and an opportunity to discuss
pharmacy, education, and daily life
with like-minded individuals.
Early in the semester, we hosted a

number of rush events. A few to men-
tion are our annual cookout and the
newly implemented ping pong tourna-

Southwest Province
southwestprovince@kappapsi.org

Satrap: Rohan Dwivedi
southwest.satrap@gmail.com
www.kappapsiswp.org

Next meeting:
March 1–3, 2019, hosted by Zeta Eta,
Denver, Colorado 

College chapters:  Gamma Omicron,
Gamma Rho, Delta Beta, Delta Delta,
Delta Theta, Delta Pi, Epsilon Beta,
Epsilon Epsilon, Epsilon Tau, Zeta Eta, 
Zeta Lambda

Graduate chapters: Dallas/Fort Worth
Graduate, Houston Graduate, 
New Mexico Graduate, San Antonio
Graduate, South Texas Graduate,
Southwestern Graduate, Texas
Graduate

During the summer, the Southwest
Province officers split up the different
collegiate chapters so that each officer
could be a liaison for two to three
chapters. Each chapter was given a
form that assessed their strengths and
weaknesses. The questionnaire includ-
ed questions about chapter identity,
rituals, volunteer events/health fairs,
chapter history, communication,
finance, membership, and brother-
hood. The weeks before summer
ended was named “Chapter
Advancement Weeks,” which was ded-
icated to helping all of the chapters
improve in the areas in which they felt
they needed assistance. The officers
had one- to two-hour conference calls
with each chapter to go over their
responses, provide some advice and
suggestions, and list several short- and
long-term goals for the chapters to try
and accomplish. The chapters were all
very receptive to the suggestions and
said the meetings were very helpful.
Moving into the academic year, so far
all of the chapters from Southwest
Province have been working really
hard to progress toward their goals
with all of their rush events, health
fairs, and socials.
The fall assembly in Houston, Texas

will be held October 5–7. The brothers
from Delta Theta have been doing a
fantastic job planning and organizing
the meeting. They have created very
unique and creative videos to adver-
tise. They decided to have a superhero
theme for the fall assembly. 

—Jessie Ho

� Gamma Omicron
University of Oklahoma
Founded 2/3/1923
gammaomicron@kappapsi.org

Over the summer, we went to the
SNPhA National Convention in
Charlotte, North Carolina. Our
Brothers Jennifer Tran was a recipient

of one of their Scholarship Awards. We
also had a social with the Delta Beta
chapter at SWOSU at Bleu Garten in
Oklahoma City. 
We began with recruitment during

the P1 organization fair and through-
out Rush Week. During Rush Week,
we invited Kappa Psi alumni to the first
informational meeting and had an
evening social event in Oklahoma City
at Wheeler Ferris Wheel. We also had
a social with our pledges at the annual
Oklahoma City State Fair. 
Upcoming service events for our

chapter include volunteering for City
Rescue Mission during Pharmacy
Month and reading to elementary stu-
dents at Edwards Elementary every

Gamma Omicron brothers and pledges enjoy the activities, fair food, and all the
great company during the annual Oklahoma State Fair. 

Delta Delta alumni social
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ment. The turnouts were phenomenal
and we hope to add many high-quality
individuals to our Brotherhood.
Recently, Delta Beta hosted a “Pie-

in-the-Face” fundraiser where fellow
students had the opportunity to throw
pies at selected faculty members, stu-
dent organization leaders, and fellow
Kappa Psi brothers. This fundraiser
resulted in an afternoon full of laughs,
with the proceeds being forwarded to
the “Reach Out & Read” organization,
improving child literacy and setting
young minds up for future success. 

—Barrett Powell

�� Delta Delta
University of Houston
Founded 2/28/1963
deltadelta@kappapsi.org

As the fall semester gets progres-
sively more difficult, the brothers of
Delta Delta also work, and play, a lot
harder. Athletic Chair Andre Obimah
hosted a fantastic flag football event in
collaboration with Delta Theta that
allowed many brothers from different
chapters of Kappa Psi to meet and
bond with one another. Our pledge
team devoted many months of their
time planning for our two information-
als and three social events for the new
students, actives, and alumni alike.
Throughout these events, many of our
alumni and P4s set their busy sched-
ules aside to come out and showcase
the lifelong commitment they have for
our Fraternity. While it’s always a
good experience being involved on
campus, our devotion to serve the
communities in Houston remains one
of our main priorities. With the multi-

ple health fairs we have hosted over
the last few months, our brothers were
able to provide for more than a thou-
sand patients in need of help. Whether
or not we’re at school, at home, or out
in the community, we do our best to
promote brotherhood and the pillars of
Kappa Psi. 

—Hung Nguyen

�� Delta Theta
Texas Southern University
Founded 3/27/1973
deltatheta@kappapsi.org

The brothers of Delta Theta and
Delta Delta chapter hosted their annu-
al Carnation Bowl, a grand flag football
game that is hosted every year
between the two chapters. The game
not only tested athletic ability,
strength, and endurance but also
brotherhood and true teamwork. Last
year, Delta Delta defeated Delta Theta
and this year, each chapter had new
brothers to showcase that helped
made this a competitive contest. 
After the game, both chapters got

together and relaxed over some good
food and music. The Carnation Bowl
always helps to bring both chapters
together and continues to showcase
the true bond of Kappa Psi. 
Delta Theta chapter has been hon-

ored to host the fall 2018 Southwest
Province assembly! We are thankful
for the opportunity to create an experi-
ence for new and returning brothers to
connect, fellowship, and service the
local communities within the city of
Houston. 

—Jordan Simpson

�� Delta Pi 
Texas Tech University
Founded 11/14/1997
deltapi@kappapsi.org

Delta Pi had a great start to the fall
semester. We welcomed our new
Class of 2022 by hosting a photo booth
at their White Coat Ceremony. We
sent some of our leaders to attend a
leadership retreat in Lubbock, Texas,
where they learned how to utilize their
strengths and weakness in order to
smoothly run an organization. A week
after the semester began, Delta Pi
hosted a back-to-school picnic at our
local park, which was our first rush
event. We demonstrated to P1s our
brotherhood, cooked burgers, and
played volleyball. The second rush
event was at a skating rink. The third
rush event was a nature hike deep into
the Palo Duro canyons where we were
able to escape the academic stress
from pharmacy school. Our last rush
event was an ice cream social where
we introduced who were Bigs and who
were potential pledge members. On
September 21, we revealed our new
pledge class of 21 pledges!
Our “Reach Out & Read Book

Drive” was a success as we have
received more than 200 books. We are
excited to donate the books to the

Northwest Children’s Hospital and
hopefully we will have more volunteers
from our Brotherhood who will be able
to find the time to read the book to the
children. 
The month of October will be busy

for us as there will be fall festival
health fairs that will occur within the
school districts. Our brothers will be
educating parents and children about
smoking cessation, COPD, diabetes,
and offer screening for cholesterol and
blood sugar. Our brothers will also be
attending flu shot clinics hosted by
some of our local pharmacies. 

—Hevron Censon

�� Epsilon Beta
University of the Incarnate Word
Founded 4/12/2008
epsilonbeta@kappapsi.org

Some of our brothers kicked off
their summer with study abroad
opportunities to South Africa and
Spain! Seven (including our GCD and
GCD Emeritus) spent a week in South
Africa where they traveled to Cape
Town, Boschendal, Soweto, Shangana
Village, and even visited a safari.
Eleven brothers spent two weeks in
Spain where they traveled to Madrid,
Barcelona, Toledo, Marbella, etc. Both

The brothers from Delta Theta join Delta Delta for the annual Carnation Bowl. 
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candy filled prescription bottles and
distribute them to spread Halloween
spirit throughout our campus. 

—Mirella L. Gonzalez 

�� Epsilon Epsilon
Texas A&M University
Founded 8/23/2008
epsilonepsilon@kappapsi.org

Our brothers started the semester
off strong by participating in the 52nd
annual Health and Wellness Fair in
Corpus Christi, with Walgreens.
Many vaccines were administered to
those who attended the fair. The chap-
ter participated in four other health
fair/immunization events in the local
area as the semester got started.
Epsilon Epsilon also got their philan-
thropy on in September by Walking to
End Alzheimer’s. Several brothers
gathered in Corpus Christi to raise
awareness for Alzheimer’s disease.
Recruitment season went well and

the pledging process is underway.
This year, Epsilon Epsilon has
expanded to College Station and we
are happy to announce that we have
several pledges on that campus. The
Mu Pledge Class has a total of 18
pledges.
The brothers also went bowling for

the first brotherhood event of the
semester. Bowling with Bros brought
the chapter together away from
school for some friendly and competi-
tive fun. This event gave the brothers
time to bond and hang out in a stress-
free environment without the pres-
sure from school.

—Arizel Ortiz

�� Epsilon Tau
Texas Tech University-Abilene
Founded 3/3/2012
epsilontau@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Tau has had a busy start to
the year! We kicked off August with a
Back-to-School Picnic. Brothers had a
great time catching up, getting to
know the incoming P1s, and enjoying
delicious food with Brother JL on the
grill. Later in the month, a few broth-
ers were able to attend the Texas
Tech University Health Sciences
Center Leadership Retreat where they
acquired valuable information about
being a quality leader. Our chapter
also held a campus-wide social.
Everyone had a great time playing
games and getting to know each other
better. We held our first Adopt-a-
Highway event of the year. There
were 19 attendees, which is the high-
est attendance we have had. Though
it was scorching hot, everyone came
ready to work and we were able to
gather 21 bags of trash.
In September, we held our pinning

ceremony. We ate, played games, and
had a good time getting to know our
pledges better. We are so excited for
them to become brothers! Also in
September, we partnered with TTA-
PAG to fundraise and walk for the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s Great
Strides Walk. Through everyone’s
generosity, we were able to raise
upwards of $1,300. Though the day of
the of walk was a bit gloomy, every-
one still came out with a great atti-
tude. We were delighted to be serving
this great organization. To wrap up
September, we had a social at Lunar
Gold. Brothers played glow in the
dark mini golf and had a good time. 

—Bria Brooks

�� Zeta Eta
Regis University
Founded 9/6/2014
zetaeta@kappapsi.org

Our brothers worked the dinner
preparation shift at the Denver
Rescue Mission, an organization that
works toward meeting the needs of
people suffering in poverty and home-
lessness through emergency services,
rehabilitation, transitional programs
and community outreach. We will be
working specifically with Denver
Rescue Mission’s community out-
reach program, which provides assis-
tance with basic needs such as provid-
ing meals to those working toward
transitioning out of poverty.
Zeta Eta has been working hard to

create fun, engaging rush events to
get to know our potential new broth-
ers. Some of our most successful
events have included ice cream

groups were able to tour a school of
pharmacy during their time abroad!
When our new school year started,

we began preparing for our annual
turkey bowl against Phi Delta Chi. We
volunteered at the Polycystic Kidney
Disease Walk and at a local museum
for children called The DoSeum. Both
organizations were grateful to have
our brothers helping the community
and can’t wait to have us back! We
recently had our first interest meeting,

which had a great turnout of new P1s
interested and eager to learn about our
Brotherhood. We are excited to get to
know them and hope to have them
pledge Epsilon Beta. Our first rush
event was at Tycoon Flats, where we
enjoyed burgers and played “Brother
Bingo” not only so they could get to
know the brothers, but so we could get
to know them as well.
We are preparing for our annual

Boo-gram fundraiser where we sell

Delta Pi has collected more than 200 books for the Reach Out & Read Book Drive.

Selected faculty members generously assist Delta Beta’s philanthropy by serving as
pie recipients.
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socials, a trivia night, games at Dave &
Buster’s, and a kickball tournament.
These events have been a great way
for our current brothers to bond as
well as introduce ourselves to non-
members and let them know why they
should join Kappa Psi. 
One of our upcoming events

includes hosting the Southwest
Province! As a chapter, we are all very
excited for this opportunity and work-
ing hard toward making this a great
event for everyone traveling to our
beautiful Rocky Mountain city. Also,
our Philanthropy Committee is work-
ing on a service event to partner with
our Reach Out &Read program. We
look forward to our upcoming socials,
service events, and growing brother-
hood here at Regis University! 

�	 Zeta Lambda
University of North Texas Health
Science Center
Founded 5/9/2015
zetalambda@kappapsi.org

Zeta Lambda has been switching
gears this semester. As a chapter, we
have been using social media as our
primary platform to appeal to rushees.
Over the past two months, we have
had two rush events—an ice cream
social and a fundraiser.
Our informational session was the

first mandatory rush event that we
hosted, and the turnout was great.
During the session, we distributed
good luck goodie bags amongst P1s
for their first block exams. The second
rush event was the Photo Scavenger
Hunt with 43 rushees in attendance—a
greater turnout than last year! In spite
of the Texas heat, the brothers were
able to use the clues of the hunt to
show the rushees their favorite spots
in Fort Worth and take pictures along-
side. Everyone enjoyed the popsicles
they got at the end, but not everyone
enjoyed the mosquito bites that came
from being outside.
In August, we had an ice cream

social open to all pharmacy peers.
Board games like Jenga, Ludo, Phase
10, and Uno were great ice breakers.
Some of our P4 and graduate brothers
took some time off their busy sched-
ules to hang out with us. It was a great
time to get to know non- brothers in an
informal setting. Over the past year,
UNTSCP students have been getting
their sugar fix from 85° Bakery Café,
which is why we picked it as a location
for a fundraiser. With people saying
“Kappa Psi” at the time of purchase,
we raised $216.43 for future chapter
endeavors.
Luis Aguilera was elected to attend

the Kappa Psi Leadership Symposium
that took place this summer in Fort
Worth. Brandon Jimenez, Tara

Magallon, and Collins Njoku are the
new Student Ambassadors on campus!
Tara Magallon (again), Luwam Tekle,
Emily Amani, and Elizabeth Tran are
now members of Phi Lambda Sigma.
Last but not least, Kiara Fairman, P4,
just published research on “The
Evaluation of the Sensitivity of
Concluding BioEquivalence using
Stochastic Simulation and Estimation.”
It is always very inspiring to see how
well our brothers are doing, notably
outside of the Fraternity.
With the semester getting to its mid-

point and stress levels getting higher,
per Zeta Lambda tradition, some of us
went to blow off some steam at the
bowling alley after exams. 

In the next two months, we’ll volun-
teer at the Tarrant Area Food Bank,
Ronald McDonald House, and we’ll be
participate in the Alzheimer’s Walk. 

—Esther Epanya

Dallas/Fort Worth Grad
Founded 11/6/2015
dfwgraduate@kappapsi.org
The DFW Graduate chapter is

proud to be honored with the distinc-
tion of third Best Graduate Chapter of
2017–2018! Since the February issue of
THE MASK, the Dallas/Fort Worth
(DFW) Graduate chapter attended the
Southwest Province spring assembly
in Norman, Oklahoma. At this assem-
bly, the chapter took home two awards

for the Most Graduate Brothers
attending and for the Best Graduate
Chapter Presentation. We hosted a
trampoline social on April 18 at Urban
Air and also held a successful summer
social on the lake on July 14. The DFW
Graduate chapter remains active in
supporting collegiate brothers within
the DFW area. Brothers attended and
participated in Zeta Lambda’s P4
Graduate Ritual ceremony, in addition
to also assisting with Zeta Lambda’s
rush events. DFW Graduate brothers
continue to participate in Reach Out &
Read and have also partnered with the
North Texas Food Bank to donate
canned perishable food items. On
September 22, DFW Grad brothers

Epsilon Tau brothers at the Cystic Fibrosis Walk. 

Zeta Eta brothers work the dinner preparation shift at the Denver Rescue Mission.
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also participated in RECTIFY: The
Race in support of a Kappa Psi brother
who survived rectal cancer. In the near
future, DFW Graduate chapter broth-
ers plan on attending the Southwest
Province fall assembly in Houston,
Texas. We are also planning a social
event at the Texas State Fair in
October. We encourage brothers in
the area to reach out and get involved
with the DFW Graduate chapter.

—Ogechi Ubanyionwu

Houston Grad
Founded 1/1/1972
houstongrad@kappapsi.org
Houston Grad has remained active

and continues to give back to our com-

munity—what our brothers do best!
Ashley Hall volunteered with Texas
Southern University and the Delta
Theta chapter with TSU’s Breast Care
Clinic at the 10th annual Health Fair
for the Christopher Pichon II
Foundation. Services offered included
free blood pressure and glucose
screenings as well as breast cancer
screenings supported by Texas
Southern University and the Susan G.
Komen Foundation. James Roperes
and other Houston Grad brothers sup-
ported the Delta Delta annual alumni
barbecue, which unfortunately due to
weather was moved indoors, but still a
great event! 

—Ashley B. Hall

Ice cream sandwiches for everyone! You get a sandwich, you get a sandwich!
Interested in meeting the Zeta Lambda brothers? You definitely get a sandwich!

Epsilon Beta brothers engage in football practice.

Epsilon Epsilon brothers participate in the 10th annual City-Wide Health Fair in
Corpus Christi, Texas, one of four health fair events for the chapter this fall.

Save the Date!

Grand Council Convention
Watch www.kappapsi.org for more details.
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The person you become.
The difference you make.

The memories you cherish.

Gamma Psi brothers put their hands to work to
keep Mercer University looking beautiful.

Delta Delta and Delta Theta brothers make lasting
memories at the annual Carnation Bowl. 

Kappa Psi


